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Representation of multimedia requires large 

amounts of data. Therefore, multimedia source 

signals are compressed to reduce the data rate that 

would otherwise be required for its transmission. 

However, compression renders multimedia data 

more vulnerable to transmission errors. Therefore, 

error protection is needed when transmitting mul-

timedia to mobile users over wireless channels. As 

channel coding adds parity symbols to the data for 

error protection, which in turn increases transmis-

sion data rate, efficient utilization of this added pa-

rity budget becomes a key for insuring quality of 

service for mobile multimedia.

Computing the optimal parity allocation among 

packets of a multimedia stream may not be pos-

sible in realtime due to the huge number of ways 

the parity can be assigned to these packets. There-

fore, it is important to design powerful error pro-

tection schemes while imposing low computatio-

nal and memory demands on the system.  This is 

particularly true for systems having limited resour-

ces, such as mobile handheld devices. Given that 

human beings are the final judges on the quality 

of multimedia services, it will also be beneficial to 

use perceptual quality metrics that correlate well 

with human perception when evaluating different 

error protection schemes.

In this work, we have considered the above aspects 

when designing error protection for mobile multi-

media: Providing near optimal performance while 

keeping complexity low; designing and evaluating 

of error protection schemes based on perceptual 

quality metrics.

The thesis is divided into five parts. In the first 

part, region of interest (ROI) identification, coding 

and advantages of ROI coding are investigated. In 

addition, a framework is proposed for using ROI 

coding in wireless imaging. The second part pro-

vides a number of unequal error protection (UEP) 

schemes for wireless imaging ranging from very 

simple and less efficient equal error protection to 

very complex yet optimal error protection. The 

proposed error protection schemes provide an ex-

cellent trade-off between performance and com-

plexity. In the third part, a framework for percep-

tion-based error protection of images and video 

streams is proposed. This framework is based on 

the fact that the human visual system is more sen-

sitive to quality degradation in the ROI compared 

to the background. The proposed error protection 

scheme provides excellent performance. Part four 

deals with realtime systems and/or systems having 

limited memory and processing resources. Speci-

fically, an UEP is proposed for wireless imaging 

systems which provides near optimal performance 

and puts very low processing/memory demands on 

the systems. Finally, in the fifth part, optimal UEP 

is analyzed. Based on the analysis, optimal UEP is 

modeled using several mathematical models. Each 

of the considered models is evaluated for its fit-

ness in providing error protection. The simulation 

results show that most of the investigated models 

give excellent performance. 
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“Why does this magnificent applied science which saves work 

and makes life easier bring us so little happiness? The simple 

answer runs: Because we have not yet learned to make sensible 

use of it.” 

 
Albert Einstein 

  



 



Abstract

Representation of multimedia requires large amounts of data. Therefore, multimedia
source signals are compressed to reduce the data rate that would otherwise be required
for its transmission. However, compression renders multimedia data more vulnerable
to transmission errors. Therefore, error protection is needed when transmitting multi-
media to mobile users over wireless channels. As channel coding adds parity symbols
to the data for error protection, which in turn increases transmission data rate, efficient
utilization of this added parity budget becomes a key for insuring quality of service
for mobile multimedia.

Computing the optimal parity allocation among packets of a multimedia stream
may not be possible in realtime due to the huge number of ways the parity can be
assigned to these packets. Therefore, it is important to design powerful error protec-
tion schemes while imposing low computational and memory demands on the system.
This is particularly true for systems having limited resources, such as mobile handheld
devices. Given that human beings are the final judges on the quality of multimedia
services, it will also be beneficial to use perceptual quality metrics that correlate well
with human perception when evaluating different error protection schemes.

In this work, we have considered the above aspects when designing error protec-
tion for mobile multimedia: Providing near optimal performance while keeping com-
plexity low; designing and evaluating of error protection schemes based on perceptual
quality metrics.

The thesis is divided into five parts. In the first part, region of interest (ROI)
identification, coding and advantages of ROI coding are investigated. In addition, a
framework is proposed for using ROI coding in wireless imaging. The second part
provides a number of unequal error protection (UEP) schemes for wireless imaging
ranging from very simple and less efficient equal error protection to very complex yet
optimal error protection. The proposed error protection schemes provide an excel-
lent trade-off between performance and complexity. In the third part, a framework
for perception-based error protection of images and video streams is proposed. This
framework is based on the fact that the human visual system is more sensitive to qual-
ity degradation in the ROI compared to the background. The proposed error protection
scheme provides excellent performance. Part four deals with realtime systems and/or
systems having limited memory and processing resources. Specifically, an UEP is
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viii Abstract

proposed for wireless imaging systems which provides near optimal performance and
puts very low processing/memory demands on the systems. Finally, in the fifth part,
optimal UEP is analyzed. Based on the analysis, optimal UEP is modeled using sev-
eral mathematical models. Each of the considered models is evaluated for its fitness in
providing error protection. The simulation results show that most of the investigated
models give excellent performance.



Preface

This doctoral thesis summarizes part of my work within the field of Telecommunica-
tions. The work has been performed at the School of Engineering and the School of
Computing, at the Blekinge Institute of Technology.

The thesis consists of five parts:

Parts

I On Region of Interest Coding for Wireless Imaging.

II Error Protection for Wireless Imaging: Providing a Trade-off Between Perfor-
mance and Complexity.

III A Framework for Error Protection of Region of Interest Coded Images and
Videos.

IV Real-Time Unequal Error Protection for Wireless Imaging.

V Analysis and Modeling of Optimal Error Protection for Embedded Codestreams.
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Introduction

Multimedia services have become an essential part of our daily life. We are sur-
rounded by voice, audio and video based services in different technologies operated
over wired and wireless links. A tremendous increase of providing these services over
wireless links has become apparent in recent years due to advancements in wireless
technologies that can now offer high data rates to both stationary and mobile users.
This trend is expected to continue in the years to come. According to recent esti-
mates [1, 2], the global mobile data traffic in cellular networks will double every year
and video streaming will constitute its major part.

User mobility is the key feature associated to modern wireless technologies which
helps users benefiting from their subscriptions of mobile multimedia services when
they are at home or on the move. Along with many benefits, it brings great challenges
in providing services over wireless links with acceptable quality of service (QoS)
because of the continuously varying wireless channel between the transmitter and
receiver. When it comes to multimedia services such as wireless image and video ser-
vices, that are inherently high data rate demanding services, the limited bandwidth of
wireless channels impose additional challenges. From the angle of a service provider,
bandwidth is an asset and its efficient utilization is the key to serve more users without
additional costs of obtaining more bandwidth.

Source coding partially solves the problem of shortage of bandwidth by reducing
the bandwidth requirements for these services but at the cost of increased vulnerability
of the compressed data to errors. Channel coding or error protection is used to improve
error resilience of compressed codestreams. However, searching for the optimal error
protection for mobile multimedia services is a very complex problem. The complexity
arises due to its dependency on many factors including channel conditions, allowable
data rate, distortion-rate characteristics of multimedia sources, and size of multimedia
data. Furthermore, an optimal error protection scheme for one channel condition may
not be optimal anymore if the channel changes, which is highly likely in case of mobile
users. Although equal error protection (EEP) is usually of low complexity compared
to unequal error protection (UEP), it gives very poor error protection performance in
terms of reconstructed image/video quality. Efforts have been made [3–10] to develop
UEP schemes that are both simple and provide good performance. Yet, most of the
developed techniques are either computationally demanding, and hence not applicable
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2 Introduction

in live systems, or they are suitable for specific applications, channel codes, and/or
data packet formats.

Perceptual quality evaluation of mobile multimedia services is another issue since
the best quality assessment method, i.e. conducting a subjective experiment, is very
expensive and not applicable to in-service quality monitoring [7,11]. Fidelity metrics
such as the mean squared error (MSE) and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) are com-
monly used for quality assessment but they are not always consistent with subjective
tests [7, 11]. Similarly, the evaluation of the above mentioned UEP is also done in
terms of MSE and/or PSNR. Perceptual quality metrics such as the structural simi-
larity (SSIM) index [7] and the visual information fidelity (VIF) criterion [13] offer
better correlation with human quality assessment. Using perceptual quality metrics
in quality monitoring and evaluation of error protection strategies may therefore help
improving the quality of mobile multimedia services.

In this thesis, we consider features of the human visual system (HVS) and take
advantage of these features to design better error protection techniques for mobile
multimedia services, such as for wireless imaging and video services. In particular,
we use the concept of region of interest (ROI) meaning that the HVS is more sensi-
tive to quality degradations in the ROI compared to the same amount of degradations
in the background. As such, the designed error protection schemes give preferential
treatment to ROI over the background and in this way take into account the visual
importance of ROI. Using this type of error protection, the ROI quality is largely
preserved at the receiver at the cost of some loss in background quality. Since the
background quality loss is typically less annoying to the viewer compared to degra-
dation in ROI quality [14], the overall visual quality of an image or video will be
improved. In addition, dividing a codestream into multiple but shorter streams, rep-
resenting ROIs and background, the rather complex task of error protecting a long
codestream is translated into smaller problems of providing separate error protection
for relatively short streams. As a consequence, the overall complexity of designing an
error protection scheme can be reduced. Furthermore, the evaluation of the proposed
error protection schemes is done in terms of perceptual quality metrics which adjusts
the error protection schemes according to the quality perception of the end user.

The rest of this introduction aims at providing some background of the topic and
giving the reader an outline of the scope of the thesis. Section 1 gives an overview
of some common mobile multimedia services. In Section 2, properties of the human
visual system are described and how they can be used to improve source and channel
coding. Various metrics that are used for multimedia quality assessment are discussed
in Section 3. Section 4 describes error control coding and how error protection can
efficiently be applied to mobile multimedia services in order to maintain acceptable
QoS for various channel coding rates and channel conditions. Finally, Section 5 gives
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Figure 1: Composition of mobile multimedia services.

an overview of the thesis and summarizes its major contributions.

1 Mobile Multimedia

Multimedia can be defined as a media and content that uses a combination of different
content forms such as text, audio, still images, animation, video, or interactivity [15].
It can also be described in a more narrower sense as a set of software and hardware
means used to create, store and transmit information presented in various digital for-
mats [16]. We will generally refer to multimedia as speech, audio, images, and video.
In this work, we will focus on images and videos. Mobile multimedia services refers
to the range of multimedia services that are provided to mobile users. These services
may include transmission of images, streaming of audio and/or video, gaming and
multimedia messaging services as shown in Fig. 1.

Mobile audio and video services may include live music, TV and video on de-
mand. Wireless imaging services consist of wireless image transmission from one
device to another. Wireless imaging is supported in modern wireless technologies
such as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. The latest digital cameras also support this service and
enable the user to send photos to anyone, for instance, at the time of capture. Voice
over IP (VoIP) represents a family of technologies that use Internet or packet-switched



4 Introduction

networks for voice services. Multimedia messaging service (MMS) supports any com-
bination of text, graphics, photos, and audio and video clips within certain size limits.
Gaming services include the network games for mobile users.

2 Properties of the Human Visual System

Alongside the wireless technologies, source and channel coding has been under in-
creasing focus for research in the last two decades. On the source coding fronts, novel
techniques have been developed to compress the source information as much as pos-
sible with minimum loss in quality. These novel approaches include those that make
use of our existing knowledge about the working of human audio and visual systems.
For example, the HVS is less sensitive to the color (chrominance) information in any
image or video scene compared to the brightness (luminance) information. Making
use of this information has led many image and video compression systems, includ-
ing the well known Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) image format, to gain
a better compression without any loss in visual quality. Other features of the HVS,
some of which are exploited in modern compression systems, include different levels
of sensitivity in moving and static objects in a video scene, foveated vision and ROI.

In an image or a video scene, some objects or regions attract the viewers attention
more compared to the rest of the viewing scene. These regions are called ROIs. This
is illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows a child swimming. It is more likely that a viewer
of this image will be more attracted to the child (or face of the child) compared to
the background, which makes the child to become the ROI of this particular image
as highlighted by the white rectangle in Fig. 2a. Separate ROI and background are
shown in Fig. 2b and Fig. 2c, respectively. There may be different ROI(s) for different
viewers within a given image depending on, for instance, viewer’s personal interest.
However, there are some common ROI(s) that attract most of the viewers such as the
child in the above example. Human faces and moving objects are other examples of
such common ROIs.

Based on ROI and foveated vision properties of the HVS, it has been shown [14,
17] that the quality degradation due to the distortions occurring in the ROI is more
noticeable to an observer than the degradation due to the same amount of distortions
occurring in the background. Thus, a prioritized processing of ROI by utilizing more
resources on preserving the ROI quality compared to the background can be useful in
providing the underlying wireless imaging or video services with acceptable quality.
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(a) Image with ROI

(b) ROI (c) Background

Figure 2: Sample image ’Child Swimming’ [18]: (a) ROI highlighted, (b) ROI, (c)
Background.
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3 Multimedia Quality Assessment

The digital representation of images and videos has enabled many new features that
were not possible to their analogue counterparts such as compression and error control
coding. Many lossy and lossless compression algorithms have been developed provid-
ing trade-offs between compression ratio and the resulting quality. Lossy compression
is most commonly used in real systems due to its higher compression ratio. Several
metrics have been used to evaluate the performance of these multimedia compression
algorithms as well as to quantify the quality impairments due to transmission errors.
In the following, we will discuss popular approaches, both classic and modern, used
to estimate the quality of the images and videos.

3.1 Subjective Quality Assessment

Subjective assessment provides the best estimate of quality as humans are the final
judges of the quality. Obtaining the individual quality rating and then combining
these individual ratings to obtain a single quality value are the two main phases of
subjective quality assessment as described below.

Obtaining individual quality ratings

In this phase, a set of images or video sequences are shown to a number of subjects
in a single or double stimulus arrangement. The subjects are asked to rank the quali-
ties of these images or videos. This ranking is typically done on a scale from 1 to 5,
where 1 represents worst quality while 5 represents excellent quality. Alternatively,
this ranking can be done in terms of worst, bad, fair, good, and excellent and is mapped
to the above scale. Some international bodies such as the International Telecommu-
nication Union - Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) has provided a detailed set of
recommendations in BT.500-13 [19] on performing subjective tests. These recom-
mendations contain guidelines on, for instance, selecting the test subjects, experiment
environment, and structure of test sessions, in subjective experiments.

Computing final quality score

The quality ratings given by different subjects are combined to obtain one quality
score for each image or video. For instance, ITU-R recommends the mean opinion
score (MOS) for combining the individual quality ratings into a final quality value.
Additionally, it is also recommended to proved 95% confidence interval of the statis-
tical distribution of the individual ratings.
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Despite providing very good quality estimates, subjective experiments are expen-
sive and are not suitable for in-service quality monitoring [7, 11]. Therefore, various
objective quality metrics have been developed to assess image and video quality that in
turn also help evaluating various image/video processing and compression algorithms.

3.2 Objective Quality Assessment

As subjective quality assessment methods are not suitable for in-service quality as-
sessment, several objective metrics have been developed to estimate perceptual qual-
ity. Based on the amount of reference information required to estimate the quality
of the distorted image/video, these, metrics can be divided into the following three
groups.

Full-reference quality metrics

Full-reference (FR) quality metrics require the original image/video in order to quan-
tify the quality of the impaired image. FR metrics include the PSNR, SSIM index [7]
and VIF criterion [13].

Reduced-reference quality metrics

Reduced-reference (RR) quality metrics do not require the original image but some
reduced information from it, such as certain features, to estimate the quality of an
impaired image/video. RR metrics include the perceptual relevance weighted LP -
norm [11], the extreme value normalized hybrid image quality metric (NHIQM) [20],
and the metric proposed in [21].

No-reference quality metrics

As the name suggests, no-reference (NR) quality metrics do not require any reference
in order to estimate the quality. Instead, these metrics make use of specific features,
such as blocking and blur, from the impaired image/video for quality assessment. The
metrics proposed in [22] and [23] are examples of NR quality metrics.

3.3 Quality Metrics

Several metrics have been reported in literature that can be used to quantify the quality
of an impaired image/video. In the following, a brief description of some of these
metrics is provided.
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Fidelity Metrics

Fidelity measurements are based on pixel-by-pixel comparisons between reference
and distorted image. The related fidelity metrics, e. g. MSE and PSNR, are conceptu-
ally simple and computationally inexpensive. However, these metrics typically show
weak correlation with quality as it would be perceived by humans. As the availability
of the reference image is required to compute these metrics, application for in-service
quality assessment in communication systems is not readily supported.

Perceptual Relevance Weighted LP -norm

Perceptual quality metrics use a different approach to estimate the quality of an im-
age/video by exploring structural information of the visual scene. As such, these
metrics are more closely related to human perception. In particular, the perceptual
relevance weighted LP -norm [20] combines suitable image features that quantify the
presence of certain artifacts in an image such as blocking, blur, image activity, inten-
sity masking, and lost blocks. Depending on the relevance of the particular feature to
the quality of the viewing experience, perceptual weights are included into the feature
pooling. Clearly, these relevance weights need to be deduced from subjective experi-
ments to adequately represent human perception. The perceptual relevance weighted
LP -norm operates on features of transmitted image (t) and received image (r). Given
a total of I considered features, the norm is calculated as [20]

LP =

[
I∑
i=1

wPi |ft,i − fr,i|P
] 1

P

(1)

where ft,i and fr,i denote the ith features of the transmitted and received images,
respectively, wi represents the related perceptual relevance weight, and parameter P
is a positive integer.

In order to facilitate detection of degradations in image quality at the receiver, only
the selected I feature values associated with the original image need to be commu-
nicated to the receiver. A mapping function may be applied to translate the obtained
metric value into predicted MOS. Strong correlation between the perceptual relevance
weighted LP -norm and human quality perception has been reported in [11].

Normalized Hybrid Image Quality Metric

The normalized hybrid image quality metric (NHIQM) is centered around accumulat-
ing normalized feature values using a weighted pooling approach [20]. Specifically,
NHIQM is defined for a given image as
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NHIQM =
I∑
i=1

wifi (2)

where wi denotes the perceptual relevance weight of the ith normalized feature fi ∈
[0, 1], i = 1, 2, . . . , I . In order to quantify degradations in the received image, the
following difference may be used

∆NHIQM = |NHIQMt −NHIQMr| (3)

where NHIQMt and NHIQMr represent the NHIQM value for the transmitted
and received image, respectively. The operator | · | denotes the absolute value of
the argument. Again, a mapping function may be applied to the obtained difference
value for translating it into predicted MOS. More details on the excellent prediction
performance of NHIQM and its strong correlation to human perception can be found
in [11].

Structural Similarity Index

The SSIM index [7] is based on the degradation of structural information and produces
a measure of structural similarity between the reference and the distorted image as

SSIM(x, y) =
(2µxµy + C1)(2σxy + C2)

(µ2
x + µ2

y + C1)(σ2
x + σ2

y + C2)
(4)

where µx,µy and σx,σy denote the mean intensity and contrast of image signals x and
y, respectively. The constants C1 and C2 are used to avoid instabilities in the struc-
tural similarity comparison that may occur for particular mean intensity and contrast
combinations.

Although, the applicability of the SSIM index to wireless imaging is not neces-
sarily given due to its full-reference nature, it may serve as benchmark for reduced-
reference metrics.

Visual Information Fidelity

The visual information fidelity (VIF) criterion [13] explores information theoretical
measures to quantify the loss of image information due to the distortion process.
Specifically, the VIF criterion uses natural scene statistics to connect image infor-
mation with visual quality. The VIF criterion is a widely known full-reference metric
and as such will serve here also as a benchmark objective image quality metric.
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3.4 QoS and QoE

It is very important to take into account the user experience or satisfaction level of the
provided multimedia services. For example, service provider may reallocate resources
to improve the user experience. The notions of quality of service (QoS) and quality of
experience (QoE) become significant when it comes to user satisfaction. QoS refers
to several related aspects of telephony and computer networks that allow the transport
of traffic with special requirements. From the network perceptive, QoS is usually de-
fined as the ability to provide different priority to different applications, users, or data
flows, or to guarantee a certain level of performance to a data flow [24]. Alternatively,
QoS may also be referred to as the supply of some service with guarantee of certain
parameters, for instance, bit rate, delay, and/or packet dropping probability to lie in a
given range.

Several definitions of QoE exist in literature in different contexts. For instance,
the International Telecommunication Union - Telecommunication Sector (ITU-T) de-
fines QoE in G.1080 [25] as ”The overall acceptability of an application or service,
as perceived subjectively by the end-user”. Generally, QoE refers to the quality of
user experience in using a particular service over certain amount of time. QoE is an
important concept for the design of multimedia services because it provides a measure
of the end-to-end performance at the service level from the user’s perspective.

4 Error Protection for Mobile Multimedia

Error control coding (ECC) has been commonly used to protect digital data against
errors for storage and transmission over error-prone channels. Several channel codes
have been developed to improve the coding performance while keeping the complex-
ity as low as possible. The basic principle of ECC is to add redundancy to the in-
formation in order to detect and/or correct errors occurring during transmission or
storage [26]. The error correcting codes can be divided into two classes: Block codes
and convolutional codes. Block codes encode the information stream on a block-by-
block basis. They accept a block of k information symbols and generate a codeword
of n symbols by introducing redundancy of n − k symbols. Some of the commonly
used block codes are Hamming codes, Golay codes, Bose-Chaudhuri-Hochquenghem
(BCH) codes, and Reed Solomon (RS) codes. Convolutional codes, on the other hand,
convert the entire data stream into one single codeword. Convolutional codes have
memory since the value of an encoded bit depends not only on the current k input bits
but it may also depend on past input and coded bits.

Error control codes are usually applied on the data link layer. As a result, their
performance is judged in terms of bit or symbol error correction capabilities for a
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given code rate. However, when these codes are used for the protection of image and
video streams, the coding performance may not be judged in terms of the aforemen-
tioned data link layer metrics due to following reasons. Firstly, there are generally
different levels of importance among the data within an image and video stream. As
a result, the effect of bit errors occurring in one part of the codestream on the recon-
structed image/video quality may not be the same compared to the same number of
errors occurring in some other part of the codestream. Secondly, for these services,
the objective for applying channel coding is not only reducing the bit errors that occur
in the codestream but also to minimize the effect of these errors on the reconstructed
image/video quality.

The performance of an error protection technique for mobile multimedia, there-
fore, depends on the family of the error control codes used as well as on how the differ-
ent codes associated to the chosen family are assigned to the underlying image/video
codestream packets. The choice of the channel codes for multimedia services may
depend on, for instance, performance, complexity, and flexibility of the codes. Ad-
ditionally, combining multiple channel code families and/or interleaving techniques
may also improve the error resilience, for instance, for packet loss channels and chan-
nels having burst error characteristics. After choosing suitable channel codes, the
next step is to utilize these codes efficiently to provide such multimedia services with
highest achievable quality.

UEP is preferable over equal error protection (EEP) since it allows to treat dif-
ferent parts of an image or video stream differently, based on their importance. As
mentioned before, the performance of an UEP strategy depends on different factors
such as the choice of channel codes, code rate, and channel conditions. It also depends
strongly on how the levels of importance are defined within the codestream. As the
final quality of an image or video service is judged by humans, it is beneficial to de-
fine the levels of importance within the codestream in relation to their influence on the
visual quality of the reconstructed image or video as perceived by the end user. One
means of dividing a codestream into levels of importance is to assign ROI a higher pri-
ority than the less important background. As such, offering the ROI better protection
compared to the background can result in an overall better visual quality for wireless
imaging and video services.

Finding optimal error protection for given settings, such as channel codes, total
code rate and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), is a complex problem due to the enormously
large number of ways different codes can be assigned to the image/video codestream.
Therefore, finding optimal error protection becomes impractical for realtime systems
and/or for systems having limited resources. There has been intensive ongoing re-
search, including [3–10], on finding error protection for multimedia data with optimal
or near-optimal performance with reduced complexity.
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In this thesis, therefore, we have concentrated on the problem of finding near-
optimal UEP for multimedia data with a sharper focus of reducing the complexity.
In doing so, we have proposed several UEP techniques that are computationally less
demanding yet they exhibit near-optimal performance. As a result, they can be used
in systems that have limited resources, such as mobile handheld devices. Apart from
that, we preferred choosing perceptual quality metrics over fidelity metrics for de-
signing and evaluation of the proposed error protection schemes. In this case, error
protection is more closely linked to human perception due to high correlation of per-
ceptual quality metrics with human perception.

5 Thesis Overview and Contributions

The thesis consists of five parts as follows. Part I describes ROI identification, ROI
coding and its potential uses in wireless imaging to improve the quality of such ser-
vices. It also proposes a framework to incorporate the ROI coding in wireless imaging.
In Part II, we have proposed an error protection scheme wireless imaging services. We
have shown that the proposed error protection scheme provides an excellent trade-off
between performance and complexity. The wireless imaging systems can choose the
error protection scheme which suits their resources and still could provide excellent
results. Part III proposes a framework for error protection of ROI coded images and
videos. Specifically, the visual importance of ROI is exploited by providing better
protection to ROI against channel errors compared to the background. The proposed
approach provides a very similar performance to that of optimal UEP, in particular,
for multiple spatial description image and video streams. The complexity of our al-
gorithm is very low compared to the optimal UEP technique. In Part IV, a novel error
protection scheme has been proposed. This UEP scheme is derived from the optimal
UEP by curve fitting. To keep the complexity low, a first order polynomial curve has
been used. The simulation results show that the proposed scheme provides perfor-
mance very close to that of the optimal UEP. The proposed UEP scheme can be used
in realtime systems and systems with limited memory and processing resources. Fi-
nally, Part V provides an analysis and modeling of the optimal UEP for embedded
codestreams. It analyzes different parameters that influence the optimal parity alloca-
tion to different packets of embedded codestreams. Based on this analysis, it has been
noted that the optimal UEP exhibits certain characteristics that can be approximated
with a good degree of accuracy using different mathematical models. Finally, these
different models have been evaluated and compared against each other. Based on the
simulation results obtained by incorporating these models as error protection schemes
in a wireless communication scenario, it has been concluded that several models pro-
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vide a good approximation of the optimal UEP with low complexity and few number
of parameters that are needed to be communicated to the receiver.

5.1 PART I: On Region of Interest Coding for Wireless Imaging

In this part, a brief survey of different aspects of ROI coding is presented. Different
techniques for ROI identification and ROI coding are discussed. Some applications
are also identified for which ROI coding may prove to be beneficial in improving
the performance of these applications. In addition, a wireless imaging framework is
proposed which takes into account the importance of ROI for link adaptation.

The main contributions of this part can be summarized as follows:

• A classification among different images is made which is based on the sources,
the origins and/or the purpose of these images such as digital photographs and
medical images. This classification can be useful since different classes have
different purposes and uses for images. Hence, a transmission system can be
optimized based on the needs of the class of images it is used for. The most
likely candidates for ROIs are also identified in these image classes which may
serve as apriori information for ROI identification algorithms.

• Given the importance of ROI identification in the framework of ROI coding
for wireless imaging, some of the approaches for ROI identification are dis-
cussed. These approaches include visual attention based identification, knowl-
edge based identification, and ROI identification in document images.

• Various standard and nonstandard ROI coding techniques for image compres-
sion are discussed. In addition, a comparison is made among these techniques
based on different features. These features include the capabilities of coding
of multiple ROIs with different priorities and support of arbitrary shaped ROIs
without having the need to encode and transmit their shape information.

• Advantages of ROI coding are highlighted and some potential applications are
identified that can benefit from ROI coding.

• A framework is proposed for wireless transmission of images. This framework
benefits from ROI coding in link adaptation and can be very useful for wire-
less imaging systems in providing mobile multimedia services with acceptable
quality.
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5.2 PART II: Error Protection for Wireless Imaging: Providing a
Trade-off Between Performance and Complexity

Providing multimedia services to mobile users, e. g. wireless imaging, with accept-
able QoS is very challenging mainly due to the following two reasons. First, multi-
media services require large bandwidth for transmission in order to obtain acceptable
QoS at the receiver. Second, the wireless channel introduces errors in the data trans-
mitted between the transmitter and the receiver. Forward error correction (FEC) and
automatic-repeat-request (ARQ) are the common ways to tackle channel errors but
both these techniques increase the bandwidth and/or delay which might still degrade
the service quality. Therefore, the efficient utilization of this increased bandwidth
becomes crucial for the quality of the underlying service.

In the context of mobile multimedia services, finding the optimal error protection
against channel errors that provides the best possible quality at the receiver, under
various channel condition and bandwidth scenarios, is a very complex problem and
cannot be solved in realtime. In this part, therefore, we have proposed a scheme that
provides an excellent trade-off between performance and complexity in finding the
error protection policy. The proposed technique is equally beneficial both for high
end systems with good processing/memory resources and for low end systems having
limited resources.

A summary of the main contributions of this part is given in the following.

• We have proposed a number of error protection schemes for wireless imaging
ranging from simple but less efficient equal error protection to very complex
yet optimal error protection. The proposed error protection schemes facilitate
tradeoffs between performance and complexity in choosing an error protection
scheme.

• Our technique provides the system designer a number of different error protec-
tion solutions having various performance levels and complexities from which
the application can choose those that best suits the available resources, e. g.
processing power and data rate.

• The performance of the proposed error protection schemes is evaluated in terms
of two objective perceptual quality metrics, the SSIM index [7] and VIF crite-
rion [13], that are well know for their hight correlation with human perception.

• As we have used the set of RS codes specified in the recent extension of the
JPEG2000 [28] standard named JPEG2000 wireless (JPWL) [29], the exam-
ined technique is fully compatible with JPWL. Further, the effectiveness of the
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JPWL error protection tool set can be increased by adding our technique as a
guide in choosing the most suitable error control codes for codestream packets
under different scenarios.

5.3 PART III: A Framework for Error Protection of Region of Interest
Coded Images and Videos

Designing an optimal error control scheme for a wireless multimedia service is a very
challenging problem due to influencing factors including varying channel conditions
and limited bandwidth. The error protection systems also face the problem of com-
plexity due to searching for optimal error protection solution from a large solution
space. Research has been done in recent years and various approaches have been
adopted to reduce the complexity for searching the optimal channel codes for given
channel conditions and bandwidth. Complexity is still a main issue for most of the the
developed techniques. For instance, the optimal techniques presented in [4] and [7],
and the suboptimal technique in [5], are computationally demanding and are not appli-
cable in live systems. Further, no optimal or suboptimal technique has been developed
specifically for error protection of ROI coded images and videos. In this part, we have
therefore proposed a framework for error protection of ROI coded images and videos.

Specifically, the perceptual importance of ROI in an image or a video compared
to the background is exploited for error protection. It is shown that with reduced
complexity, our approach gives very similar performance to that of the optimal UEP
scheme of [4], for multiple description image and video streams.

The main contributions of this part are described below.

• A framework is proposed for error protection of ROI coded images and videos.
The proposed framework benefits form the spatial importance of ROI over back-
ground with respect to designing efficient channel coding.

• Performance of the proposed framework is evaluated in terms of an augmented
SSIM index using spatial weighting for ROIs and background. Taking into ac-
count the higher viewer attention towards ROIs compared to background, higher
weights are given to ROIs and a lower weight is applied to the background for
computing the overall image and video quality.

• The proposed framework is a potential candidate for future wireless image and
video services which are based on ROI coding due to its good performance and
low complexity.
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5.4 PART IV: Real-Time Unequal Error Protection for Wireless
Imaging

We have proposed an error protection scheme which provides performance compa-
rable to that of optimal UEP with extremely low complexity, comparable to that of
EEP. The excellent performance and low complexity of the proposed error protection
technique make it suitable for realtime wireless imaging.

The main contributions of this part are summarized as follows.

• A low complexity error protection scheme is proposed for wireless imaging.

• The gain in terms of complexity of the proposed scheme is obtained by convert-
ing the problem of finding the error protection scheme from a search problem
into an analytical problem by using curve fitting. Specifically, the solution, in
terms of error protection policy for codestream packets under the given sce-
nario, can be found instantly without searching in the solution space.

• The close to optimal performance and extremely low complexity of the pro-
posed technique make it suitable for realtime wireless imaging services.

5.5 PART V: Analysis and Modeling of Optimal Error Protection for
Embedded Codestreams

In this part, we analyze how different parameters such as SNR and source distortion-
rate function effect the optimal UEP scheme for embedded codestreams. We also ap-
proximate the optimal UEP using suitable mathematical models in order to reduce the
complexity that otherwise would occur with computing the optimal UEP. We investi-
gate several models for their fitness in approximating the optimal UEP using different
performance metrics. Most of these models provide an excellent trade-off between
performance and complexity while approximating the optimal UEP. The excellent per-
formance and the low complexity of the proposed model-based UEP scheme makes it
suitable for realtime error protection of embedded codestreams.

A summary of the main contributions of this part is given below:

• The characteristics of optimal UEP are analyzed. The influence of different
parameters, such as total code rate and SNR, on optimal UEP has been investi-
gated. Further, it is examined how optimal UEP changes its shape when these
parameters are changed.
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• Based on the above analysis, a model-based analytical approach of finding UEP
has been proposed aiming at reducing the complexity while keeping the perfor-
mance very close to optimal UEP.

• For the proposed approach of finding UEP, several mathematical models have
been examined for their fitness in terms of different performance metrics.

• The choice of the model in the proposed approach effects both performance
and complexity of the underlying process in calculating the UEP through that
model.

• Most of the considered models perform very good. However, first order poly-
nomial model and first order exponential perform most favorably among all
the considered models and provide a good trade-off between performance and
complexity. Additionally, both of these models require only 2 parameters for
the reconstruction of the error protection scheme. Therefore, for both of these
models, the overhead of communicating the model parameters is minimal.
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Abstract

Numerous studies in the fields of human vision and electronic imaging have
revealed that the human visual system (HVS) tends to focus on a few preferred
areas for given typical images/scenes. Subjective experiments have also shown
a strong correlation for these preferred areas among the involved test subjects
provided that the same context is viewed. In light of the limited available and
expensive resources in technical systems such as mobile multimedia systems, it
would therefore be favorable to explore findings about the operation of the HVS
in the design of technical communication systems. This paper aims at stimulat-
ing such HVS driven approaches in the context of preferential image coding; the
region of interest (ROI) coding and its potential application in wireless imaging.
In particular, we will elaborate on the general concepts of ROI coding, propose a
framework for ROI coding for wireless imaging, review ROI identification mech-
anisms, and discuss ROI support by non-standardized techniques and ROI support
in the JPEG2000 standard. As this paper is of conceptual nature, the work will be
consolidated in a classification of contemporary ROI coding techniques including
a discussion of their advantages and disadvantages. As a consequence, a number
of application areas of ROI coding are identified with the major focus given to the
field of wireless imaging.

1 Introduction

The rapid growth of the third and development of future generation radio commu-
nication technologies has led to a significant increase in the demand for multimedia
communications involving image and video services. However, the hostile nature of
the radio channel, which is time-varying and susceptible to multipath fading, makes
the deployment of such multimedia services much more challenging as would be the
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case in a wired system. Limitations are also imposed on these services due to the
constraints on the available spectrum resources. Especially, image and video services
require a substantial amount of bandwidth compared to speech services, which in turn
results in increased terminal power consumption and potentially reduced range. Radio
resource management (RRM) has therefore gained particular attention in the design of
modern mobile radio systems where high bandwidth demanding services and mixed
traffic characteristics pose key challenges on the resource management. Efficient uti-
lization of bandwidth in digital imaging and video services is achieved by the use of
various compression techniques. In this paper, we are interested in preferential image
coding; the region of interest (ROI) coding and its potential application in wireless
imaging.

The concept of ROI coding is motivated by studies in the fields of human vision
and electronic imaging, which have revealed that the human visual system (HVS)
tends to focus on a few preferred areas when viewing an image [1]. Factors that have
been identified to influence visual attention include contrast [2], shape of objects [3],
size of objects [4], color [5], location [6], and context of a given image. It has also
been shown that people in an image attract immediate attention by the human ob-
server [7]. Furthermore, it has been observed that objects in the foreground of an
image are given preferable attention over objects in the background of an image. As
such, it is natural to exploit characteristics of the HVS, especially ROI coding, in the
design of technical systems. So far, applications of ROI coding have mainly been fo-
cusing on source compression techniques, image quality evaluation, image databases,
and strategies for advertising. However, the use of ROI coding for wireless imaging in
mobile radio systems or wireless local area networks (WLAN) appears to mainly con-
centrate in combination with approaches that deploy unequal error protection [8–12].
On the other hand, more general approaches of using ROI coding with RRM can be
expected to perform favorable in terms of overall system capacity over traditional
RRM techniques.

Moreover, ROI coding potentially allows specified regions of interest to receive
preferential treatment at compression-time whereby these regions can be compressed
at a higher quality than the rest of the image. This allows further gains in compression
efficiency to be achieved at the expense of the quality of the less important background
image information while preserving the quality of the more important ROI image in-
formation. Thus, ROI coding is applicable in a radio environment where the aim is
to efficiently utilize and manage the scarce radio resources whilst at the same time
guarantee a satisfactory end-user quality of service (QoS). As a consequence of the
high compression efficiency of ROI coding, the resulting data streams are highly sus-
ceptible to the effects of transmission errors. Even though a number of error resilience
tools have been incorporated with certain standards, these do not guarantee that the
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received data is free of errors. Thus, it is recommended to use advanced error con-
trol coding along with ROI coded multimedia services in mobile radio applications to
minimize the effect of transmission errors.

In view of the above, this paper aims at stimulating HVS driven signal processing
approaches in terms of preferential image coding; the ROI coding and its potential
application in wireless imaging. In particular, we elaborate on the general concepts
of ROI coding, present ROI definitions and identification mechanisms, and discuss
ROI support by non-standard techniques and as suggested in the JPEG2000 standard.
This will be consolidated in a classification of contemporary ROI coding techniques
including a discussion about their advantages and disadvantages.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes general concepts of ROI
coding. In Section 3, a framework for use of ROI coding in wireless imaging is pre-
sented. Subsequently, Section 4 elaborates on approaches that support ROI identifi-
cation as this would be a crucial function in exploiting ROI coding in applications
such as RRM in mobile multimedia systems. In Section 5, we provide a survey of
realizations of ROI coding techniques ranging from non-standardized approaches to
JPEG2000 and research focusing on improving JPEG2000. In Section 6, advantages
of ROI coding in different applications are presented. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 General Concepts of ROI Coding

The sizes of digital images and videos have been increasing continuously in recent
years, which in turn has increased storage demands as well as bandwidth requirements
for their transmission. Source compression is the most common technique used to
cope with these resource problems. These techniques may take advantage of different
features of the HVS. For example, the HVS has been shown to be more sensitive to the
luminance (brightness) of an image/scene and less sensitive to its chrominance (color)
information. This has lead to preferential treatment of luminance over chrominance
during compression, i.e. more compression is imposed on chrominance while less
compression is applied to the luminance. As far as imaging is concerned, the Joint
Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) and JPEG2000 standards have used these types
of HVS characteristics.

2.1 Region of Interest

While luminance and other features are commonly applied to whole images, addi-
tional compression gains can be obtained by exploring spacial sensitivity of the HVS.
Studies have shown that the HVS is more sensitive to certain areas than the rest of
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Figure 1: Image with helicopters as ROIs [58].

an image. For example, for the image shown in Fig. 1, the majority of human ob-
servers will give preferential attention to the two helicopters while the remainder of
the image will hardly attract the observers interest. In general, the areas or regions
of the image which attract the HVS attention more are called ROIs while the rest of
the image is called background. In literature, different terms are used for ROI such as
“preferential area”, “zone of interest”, “focus of attention”, “object of interest” [13]
and “targets” [14]. Keeping terminology with the majority of publications, we will
use the term ROI. In this sense, ROI coding refers to image and video coding that
gives preferential treatment to ROIs.

Apparently, ROIs can have arbitrary shapes and sizes and can be different for dif-
ferent observers and for different image classes. Furthermore, ROIs can be static or
dynamic. The static or fixed ROIs are those defined at encoding time and cannot be
changed later on while the dynamic ROIs are those defined and/or changed interac-
tively by the users during the progressive transmission of images. In view of defining
an ROI in a technical system, different shapes may be considered for segmentation
the image/scene content into ROI and background such as circle, rectangle, elliptical
segmentation, or even arbitrary shapes.

2.2 Image Classes and Region of Interest

As far as implementation of ROI concepts in technical systems is concerned, a clas-
sification of image types with reference to their source of origin and/or application
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may be useful. In the sequel, some of the prominent image classes along with the
related notion of ROI that is typically associated with these classes are identified and
explained.

Digital photographs

This class of images is produced using a digital camera such as a pocket camera, pro-
fessional camera or a mobile handheld equipped with a digital camera. Accordingly,
the range of content may vary from portraits of people, photos of groups of people,
architectural buildings and landmarks, and landscapes. As such, an ROI is naturally
related to the type of content, for example, faces of people in a group.

Satellite images and aerial photographs

Satellite images include images of the Earth or other planets taken from satellites.
Arial photographs are images of the ground taken from the air, for example, using
a helicopter or aircraft. These images can have a variety of ROIs depending on the
application. Typical examples include buildings, tanks, and planes on military bases.

Medical images

This class refers to images of the human body or parts of it, taken for either diagnostic
and examination purposes for different diseases or for study purposes. Endoscopic
images, thermographic images, and retina fundus images are examples of medical
images. ROI in this class of images can vary depending upon many factors including
the disease under consideration.

Document images

These are images of different documents generated by scanning the printed docu-
ments. These documents can be of any type used in residential homes and offices.
The ROIs in this class of images may be printed text, handwritten text, and stamps
etc.

2.3 Quality assessment of ROI coding schemes

Quality assessment of particular source compression or ROI coding schemes are often
based on using measures such as peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean squared
error (MSE). However, both measures are fidelity metrics that relate to pixel-by-pixel
comparisons, they not necessarily correlate well with human perception [17, 18]. In
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Sample image “Mandrill”: (a) Original image giving PSNR= 58.48 dB and
HIQM= 24.2, (b) Mirrored image giving PSNR= 14.59 dB and HIQM= 24.2 [16].

order to better correlate the performance of image or video processing approaches to
the actual quality as perceived by humans, it is suggested to deploy measures that in-
corporate aspects of the HVS. We will refer to these measures as objective perceptual
image quality measures when they are based on algorithms that mimic characteristics
of the HVS and subjective perceptual image quality measures when they are deduced
from subjective experiments. In particular with ROI coding, which itself is based on
characteristics of the HVS, it would be natural to replace fidelity metrics with objec-
tive perceptual quality metrics.

To further motivate this perceptual-based image quality assessment, Fig. 2 presents
the example of sample image “Mandrill” showing (a) the original image and (b) the
same image but mirrored with respect to a vertical axis placed at the center of the hor-
izontal axis. Clearly, PSNR cannot cope with this type of operation as pixels would
not line up between unprocessed and mirrored image. In this example, it would sug-
gest a significant reduction in image quality indicated by the decrease of PSNR from
58.48 dB to 14.59 dB. In contrast, perceptual-based quality metrics such as the hybrid
image quality metric (HIQM) [15, 16] can be expected to better align with quality
as perceived by humans. For the example shown in Fig. 2, HIQM actual gives the
same value of 24.2 for both the original image and the mirrored image as the viewing
experience is the same.

In recent years, a number of metrics that are based on image features rather than
image fidelity have been proposed such as the following measures:
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Reduced-reference image quality assessment

The reduced-reference image quality assessment (RRIQA) technique has been pro-
posed in [19]. It is based on the natural image statistic model in the wavelet domain.
In particular, it calculates the distortion between received and transmitted image us-
ing the Kullback-Leibler distance between the probability density functions with re-
spect to each subband in the transmitted and received image. The attribute of being
reduced-reference relates to the fact that this metric does not rely on the availability
of the original image but requires only information of some image properties.

Measure of structural similarity

A full-reference metric has been reported in [20] requiring availability of the original
image for its operation as is the case with PSNR. Although the applicability of this
metric for wireless imaging is limited due to its full-reference nature, it may serve
as a benchmark test for the reduced-reference metrics. This metric is based on the
degradation of structural information. Its outcome is a measure of structural similarity
(SSIM) between the reference and the distorted image.

Hybrid image quality metric

The reduced-reference hybrid image quality metric (HIQM) as proposed in [15] fo-
cuses on extracting different features of an image. Namely, it considers blocking, blur,
image activity, and intensity masking each described by its own metric. The contri-
bution of each feature to the overall image quality is calculated as weighted sum of
the involved feature metrics. It is noted that these weights were extracted by statis-
tical analysis of subjective experiments. The HIQM value is calculated for both the
original image and distorted image, thus, quality degradation is indicated simply by
their difference. Due to the limited bandwidth of the radio channel, HIQM seems to
be well suited as the overall perceptual quality measure can be represented by a single
number. This number can be concatenated with the data stream of each transmitted
image without creating too much overhead.

Normalized hybrid image quality metric

Although HIQM uses feature value normalization, namely relevance normalization,
an extreme value normalization would be more convenient in view of comparisons
with other distance measures such as the Lp-norm. The related NHIQM approach
has been presented in [21, 22]. The normalization ensures that the weights of the
different feature measures fall into the same range. It is also suggested in this work to
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optionally clip the normalized feature values that are actually calculated in a real-time
wireless imaging application to fall in the interval [0, 1]. For example, severe signal
fading due to multipath propagation could result in significant image impairments at
certain times such that the user-perceived quality is in a region where the HVS cannot
differentiate anymore among quality degradation levels.

3 Framework of ROI Coding for Wireless Imaging

Having motivated a HVS driven system design paradigm, key functionalities with re-
spect to wireless imaging are identified in this section. Fig. 3 illustrates the associated
conceptual framework of ROI coding for wireless imaging.

At the transmitting end, source encoding and channel encoding represent the unique
processing blocks in this framework that explore characteristics of the HVS for effi-
cient image compression and enable reliable transmission of the compressed image
data over the radio channel, respectively. In contrast to the conventional image com-
pression approaches of using spatial redundancy and psychovisual redundancy for
lossy compression, we suggest to also deploy ROI coding for the preferential areas.
This allows for another degree of freedom in the design of an efficient overall system
supporting the following mechanisms among others:

• High quality source encoding of ROIs over background to reduce bandwidth
and storage requirements.

• Controlling of ROI and background compression rates subject to given QoS
constraints. In other words, bit rate may be traded off with QoS and vice versa.

• Increasing the tool set for producing a desired bit rate budget other than by the
conventional bits per pixel (bpp) considerations.

• Offering additional source significant information that can be used to advice
more efficient channel coding schemes for source compressed image data other
than preferential treatment of headers over payload.

• Increasing the options for explicit link adaptation in terms of ROI versus back-
ground compression to accompany power control, adaptive modulation, and
adaptive channel coding.

• Enabling to produce HVS based key performance indicators that may be ex-
plored for charging models.
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The conceptual components of ROI coding include automatic ROI identification
as a first processing step and the subsequent encoding of the ROI area or shape. Ow-
ing the fact that the contemporary image coding techniques use some form of linear
block transform, ROI representation may include a transform of the ROI shape into
an ROI mask with respect to the transform coefficients. The subsequent preferential
ROI encoding may then be combined with the usual image compression steps such as
quantization, linear block transform, encoding, and bitstream generation.

The bitstream released by the ROI encoder constitutes the input to the channel en-
coder. In addition to conventional bitstream compositions such as headers, markers,
and payload, the additional source significant information given by the ROIs calls for
replacing equal error protection (EEP) by unequal error protection (UEP) or incre-
mental redundancy concepts. This increases the flexibility in adaptation of channel
coding depending on the source compressed image data and the progression of the
transmission conditions on the radio channel over time including the following op-
tions:

• Preferential channel encoding of header and ROI information over other com-
ponents of the bitstream.

• Adaptation between EEP and UEP depending on the channel conditions.

• Support of explicit link adaption by providing a range of UEP codes.

• Implicit link adaption with focus on the ROIs using error detection along with
automatic repeat request (ARQ) and soft-combining techniques.

At the receiving end, the reverse operations to the ROI encoding and channel en-
coding need to be performed, given by the related channel decoding and ROI decoding
algorithms. The major challenges at the receiver, however, may be imposed by the cal-
culation of suitable quality measures. As far as mobile multimedia systems in general
and wireless imaging in particular is concerned, approaches that support objective
perceptual quality assessment have gained increased attention just recently. Hence,
especially no-reference or reduced-reference objective perceptual quality metrics are
still needed as the original image content would not be available at the receiver. These
metrics may then be fed back to the transmitter to be used for link adaptation purposes.

It shall be noted that the proposed framework of ROI coding for wireless imaging
may scale towards wireless video services. However, spatial-temporal redundancy
would need to be considered in this case requiring to process visual information across
a sequence of frames.
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4 ROI Identification

Given the important role of ROI identification within the framework of ROI coding
in wireless imaging as shown in Fig. 3, some of the related identification methods are
described in this section.

The importance of image content to viewers varies largely with the content itself
and the class of image under consideration. This variation makes the task of automatic
identification of ROIs more difficult and it becomes challenging for an algorithm to
identify ROIs such that they correlate well with the ones identified by the human
observer. To increase this correlation, human perception and visual attention (VA)
should be taken into account when developing algorithms to identify ROIs. Different
approaches and algorithms for automatic ROIs identification and extraction can be
found in literature [13, 23–29], some of which are discussed in the sequel. It may be
concluded from this overview that the area of ROI identification constitutes a field
which needs further work on algorithms supporting efficient wireless imaging. For
example, although two methods for ROI coding are defined in JPEG2000 [30–32], no
procedures are given for automatic ROI identification.

4.1 Visual Attention Based ROI Identification

An image coding scheme in conjunction with automatic ROI identification is pre-
sented in [33]. In this work, first ROIs are identified using an algorithm [23, 24] that
simulates VA. After refining these ROIs [34], the image is finally encoded following
JPEG2000 Part 1.

The VA simulation algorithm is based on the hypothesis that visual attention is, to
a certain extent, dependent upon the disparities between neighborhoods in the image.
Although, the results described in [23, 24] lend some support to the conjecture, more
experiments are needed to further clarify this hypothesis and the performance of the
algorithm.

4.2 Knowledge Based ROI Identification

A knowledge based hierarchical ROI detection method is proposed in [26]. This
method comprises of three steps as will be explained in the following paragraphs.

In the first step, object grouping is performed based on their optical characteristics
and then within each group proper resolutions are assigned to objects of similar sizes.

In the next step, ROIs are detected for a given resolution commencing with extract-
ing different image features based on color, intensity, edges, and others. Then, some
morphological operations are performed to split overlapping objects and to merge dif-
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ferent regions to form a complete description of one object in one region. Finally, the
detected ROIs are verified on bases of supervisory information.

In the last step, redundancy that may have been introduced in the preceding ROI
detection step due to downsampled versions of the input image is removed by pixel
grouping. The small candidate ROIs are then connected to form bigger ROI bases on
the existing knowledge of ROI sizes. A probability based voting method is used for
proper integration.

The advantages of the method include its ability to detect ROIs of arbitrary shapes,
applicability to images containing connected or broken objects, insensitivity to con-
trast levels, and robustness to noise. This approach is useful in the situations where
some of the information about the ROIs is available.

4.3 ROI Identification for Document Images

An approach for ROI detection for the financial document images is presented in [25].
In this method, the ROIs are defined and classified into three types; filled informa-
tion (FI), stamps and seals (SS), and handwritings (HW). All three types of ROIs are
detected differently. For FI ROIs, first, the document classification is done based on
matching the input document with a library of predefined document models to find
the best match. After the input document is classified, the exact locations of FI ROIs
are known based on the document model of that category. The class of SS ROIs are
detected using connected component analysis based on color and shape information
and the HW ROIs are located by handwriting identification using an incremental fisher
linear discriminant classifier. After merging of all the three types of ROIs, a final ROI
mask is constructed and finally the document is encoded with the JPEG2000 encoder
using the generated ROI mask.

The method works well in the detection of ROIs for financial documents. Af-
ter some modifications, the method may be used for ROI detection in other types of
document images but it cannot be used for other image classes.

5 ROI Coding Techniques

In this section, we consider some typical non-standard ROI coding techniques that
have been proposed as well as ROI coding in the JPEG2000 standard along with
amendments to this standard. This will reveal the tool set and existing approaches
that may be deployed in wireless imaging applications.
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5.1 Non-Standard Techniques

Many different schemes for preferential image coding have been proposed in the lit-
erature of which a representative selection shall be presented in the following.

ROI coding scheme for digital photograpghy

A progressive ROI image coding technique based on improved zerotree wavelet (IEZW)
algorithm [36] has been proposed in [37]. After applying a wavelet transform, the al-
gorithm encodes the wavelet coefficients in three stages as follows. Firstly, only the
ROI coefficients for N successive approximation quantization (SAQ) iterations are
encoded. Then, the coefficients related to the background region are encoded for the
next N iterations. Finally, encoding is performed on all wavelet coefficients of the
image until the desired bit rate is achieved. The quality of the ROI increases with
the number N of SAQ iterations. The location information of the ROI is encoded
using the coordinate data compression (CDC) method [38] in the lowest frequency
band. The simulation results presented in [37] indicate that, for low bit rates, this al-
gorithm performs better for the ROI compared to conventional progressive coding in
terms of PSNR. For high bit rates, it gives the same PSNR for the whole image as the
conventional approaches.

Regarding applications for wireless imaging, progressive ROI image coding is
attractive, for example, in database searches. It allows to quickly identify the content
of an image using a small area that is given by the ROI and proceed to the next image
if the viewed image is not of interest. In this way, transmission capacity and service
costs can be conserved as only a small amount of bits need to be transmitted over the
radio link. Progressive ROI image coding can also be used to adopt to a given bit
rate budget by trading off the quality of ROI and background such that a given quality
measure is fulfilled.

ROI coding scheme for satellite and aerial images

Another example of ROI coding can be found in [14] aiming at very low bit rates. This
scheme advocates an object-based wavelet technique for encoding the ROI. In the first
step, contour masks are generated for all ROIs indicating the shapes of the targets.
For this purpose, the automatic target recognition (ATR) system described in [39] is
used. To reduce the size of information, these contour masks are downsampled and
then coded using a differential chain code (DCC). The significant mask in the wavelet
domain is constructed by using the upsampled versions of the downsampled masks.
In this step, the image is decomposed into 22 subbands using a 5-3 biorthogonal 2-D
discrete wavelet transform (DWT). Then, two normalized sequences are produced for
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each subband; one consisting of wavelet coefficients related to the ROI and the other
to the coefficients of the background. In the next step, these normalized subband
coefficients are encoded using a fixed rate trellis code quantizer (TCQ) [14]. Finally,
the bits are allocated optimally in the MSE sense as suggested in [40].

In view of wireless imaging, one advantage of the above algorithm and similar
schemes is its ability to scale the quality of the regions of interest. In addition, the
potential of operating with very low bit rates, such as related to compression ratios of
320:1, would be a beneficial feature for wireless applications.

ROI coding scheme for medical images

A detailed survey on ROI coding for the class of medical images can be found in [41].
In the sequel, we will discuss the method presented in [42] as an example of this class.

In particular, the image compression algorithm proposed in [42] aims at reducing
storage data with lossless ROI but lossy background compression. The algorithm is
based on the hierarchical subband decomposition called S+P transform (Sequential
transform + Prediction) [43], which is an integer wavelet transform. The algorithm
is organized in the following steps. Firstly, normalization of coefficients is done after
taking S+P transform. Then, the ROI mask is calculated following the same steps as
the forward S+P transform. Subsequently, a progressive quantization of the calculated
coefficients is performed using a modified version of the set partitioning in hierarchi-
cal trees (SPIHT) algorithm [44]. The results are kept in order of importance. Finally,
the symbol stream is encoded using entropy encoder.

5.2 ROI Coding in the JPEG2000 Standard

As far as imaging is concerned, JPEG2000 is the latest version of a series of stan-
dards for image compression developed by the Joint Photographic Experts Group
(JPEG). JPEG2000 is thought to provide superior performance and overcome limi-
tations of the existing JPEG image compression standard, which suffers from block-
ing and ringing artifacts, especially at high compression rates. The rich feature set
of JPEG2000 include superior compression performance, multiple resolution repre-
sentation, bitstream organization mechanisms to facilitate progressive decoding by
quality and/or by spatial resolution, single architecture for both lossless and lossy
compression, ROI coding and error resilience tools. Conceptually, JPEG2000 is a
wavelet-based coding system drawing mainly on ideas of embedded block-based cod-
ing with optimized truncation (EBCOT). In brief, wavelet coefficients are calculated
to reveal the redundancy contained in the image content, the resulting coefficients are
quantized and subsequently entropy encoded. The information in the wavelet domain
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is organized within bitplanes with each bitplane relating to a particular compression
rate and image quality with respect to the reconstruction. While the lower bitplanes
relate to large compression rates and lowest quality, the higher bitplanes relate to small
compression rates and highest quality. The bitstream released by the encoder is orga-
nized accordingly, commencing with the highest bitplane followed by the underlying
bitplanes.

Preferential encoding of the ROI is one of the unique features of JPEG2000 [30,
45] that makes it suitable for applications such as imaging over error prone channels.
In the sequel, the two methods for ROI coding defined in the standard, general scaling
based (GSB) and maximum shift (MAXShift) method [30–32], are presented.

General scaling based method

In GSB [30, 32] the quantized wavelet coefficients associated with the ROI are scaled
up by a given value, so that the corresponding bits are placed in higher bitplanes
compared to the background as shown in Fig. 4. For this purpose, the ROI shape needs
to be defined, encoded, and included in the bitstream. This shape is represented by
the so-called ROI mask, a bitplane indicating those quantized transform coefficients
that are sufficient for the decoder to reconstruct the ROI. In order to reduce processing
complexity and overhead, only rectangular and elliptical ROI shapes are allowed.

Advantages of GSB include simple means of adjusting the preferential treatment
of ROI compared to background by choosing the scaling value and the potential of
defining multiple ROIs with different priorities.

Maximum shift method

In MAXShift, the quantized wavelet coefficients associated with the ROI are scaled up
by an amount such that ROI and background coefficient bitplanes do not overlap. In
this way, the ROI coefficients are elevated to bitplanes above those for the background
coefficients as shown in Fig. 4. As a consequence, ROI information is placed first in
the bitstream and hence no background can be processed before the whole ROI is
decoded. Clearly, all coefficients above a distinct bitplane belonging to the ROI while
those coefficients below that bitplane relate to the background. As a result, neither
overhead nor complexity has to be spend for ROI mask features.

The advantages of MAXShift include the fact that no ROI shape needs to be en-
coded and transmitted, which reduces bit rate and processing complexity at encoder
and decoder. Also, arbitrary ROI shapes are supported and different subbands can be
treated differently [32].
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Figure 4: ROI coding in JPEG2000 [47, 51].

5.3 Amendments to ROI coding in JPEG2000

Despite all benefits, JPEG2000 has certain limitations. MAXShift has limitations
including those listed below:

• Relative importance between ROIs and background cannot be controlled.

• No more than one ROI out of several ROIs can be encoded with different prior-
ity.

• No background information can be processed until all ROI coefficients are fully
decoded.

• Large bit shifts for ROI coding may cause bit overflows.

GSB overcomes some of the above listed limitations but has its own shortcomings,
such as those listed below:

• ROI shape information needs to be encoded, which increases overhead and
complexity.

• Arbitrary shaped ROIs other than rectangular and elliptical cannot be encoded
with GSB.
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Suggestions have been given to overcome these limitations and to improve ROI
coding in the existing JPEG2000 standard. These approaches fall into two main cate-
gories i.e. coefficient scaling based methods and packet rearrangement based methods.
Some of the approaches covering above mentioned categories are demonstrated below
and a comparison is made at the end of this section.

MAXShift-like method

An improvement for MAXShift and GSB is proposed in [46]. Suggestions are given
on how to choose the optimal scaling value for MAXShift and the padding of the
extra bits appearing during the shift operation. Also a new ROI coding algorithm
called MAXShift-like algorithm is presented. The MAXShift-like algorithm uses a
smaller scaling value compared to MAXShift.

The MAXShift-like algorithm reduces the bit rate compared to MAXShift at the
cost of a slightly decrease in ROI and background qualities. MAXShift-like improves
over GSB by removing the need for encoding and transmitting ROI shape information.
The generated codestreams can be handled by any JPEG2000 decoder.

Bitplane-by-bitplane shift/Generalized bitplane-by-bitplane shift method

A bitplane-by-bitplane shift (BbBShift) based ROI coding method is presented in [47].
Instead of scaling all the bitplanes of ROI coefficients with the same amount as in
JPEG2000, the scaling is done differently for different bitplanes. The resulting bit-
planes after scaling can be divided into three categories; the first and most significant
category contains s1 most significant bits (MSBs) of ROI coefficients, the second cat-
egory comprises of the subsequent 2s2 bitplanes containing s2 MSBs of background
and unassigned s2 bits of ROI coefficients alternately, while the third category con-
tains the remaining least significant bitplanes of the background. Here the sum s1+s2
is equal to the largest number of bitplanes for ROI coefficients. This bit assignment
scheme is illustrated in Fig. 5a.

The so-called generalized bitplane-by-bitplane shift (GBbBShift) method proposed
in [48] expands on BbBShift. Specifically, after arbitrary non-overlapping ROI and
background bitplane shifting, a binary bitplane (BP) mask is created that locates the
shifted ROI and background bitplanes. Each bit of the BP mask represents one bit-
plane as shown in Fig. 5b. The BP mask is encoded and transmitted which assists the
decoder in shifting the bitplanes back to their original order.

The BbBShift/GBbBShift methods allow early decoding of significant bitplanes of
the background once sufficient ROI quality is achieved. Clearly, more flexible control
of ROI and background is supported by BbBShift/GBbBShift which would operate
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Figure 5: ROI coding using BbBShift and GBbBShift as in [47] [48].

favorable within the considered framework for wireless imaging. Moreover, the ROI
shape does not to be encoded while arbitrary scaling values are allowed.

Most/partial significant bitplane shift method

In the most significant bitplane shift (MSBShift) method [49], also known as partial
significant bitplane shift (PSBShift) [50], only the s most significant ROI bitplanes
are shifted keeping the other bitplanes at their original places (Fig. 6).

The advantages of the method include that relative importance of ROI and back-
ground can be adjusted, multiple ROIs can be handled using different priorities, and
arbitrary shaped ROIs can be handled without shape encoding.

Hybrid bitplane shift method

Another ROI coding method called hybrid bitplane shift (HBShift) method is pre-
sented in [51], which is actually a combination of the BbBShift and MSBShift meth-
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Figure 6: ROI coding using MSBShift/PSBShift.

ods. Here, the coefficient bitplanes are divided into three parts; the most significant
bitplanes of ROI (MSR), the general significant bitplanes of ROI and BG (GSRB), and
the least significant bitplanes of ROI and BG (LSRB). The MSR and GSRB bitplanes
are shifted in a way similar to the BbBShift method while the encoding of LSRB
bitplanes is done without any shift like in MSBShift method (see Fig. 7).

The advantages of the method include; arbitrary ROI shapes can be encoded and
for this purpose no ROI shape information is needed to be encoded and transmitted,
the relative importance of ROI and background can be controlled and multiple ROIs
can be encoded with different priorities.

Demand driven packet rearrangement method

A dynamic ROI coding scheme based on the rearrangement of the packets in the en-
coded JPEG2000 data stream is proposed in [52]. The main idea is to place packets
associated with ROI first and those belonging to background afterwards in the data
stream so that the ROI can be received and decoded before the background. The pack-
ets linked to the user-defined ROIs are selected after the computation of associated
precincts. The remaining packets in the data stream are rearranged in such a way that
these selected packets are sent prior to the non-demanded packets, now considered
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as background for the rest of the transmission or until a change in the user demands
occurs.

The demand driven packet rearrangement method allows for dynamic ROI encod-
ing and supports regular polygonal-shaped ROIs.

Multi-level-priority based packet rearrangement method

This method allows for gradual priority change between ROIs and background [10,
11]. Instead of defining two priority levels, one for ROIs and the other for background,
multiple priority levels are introduced between ROIs and the background. The highest
priority level is assigned to ROI packets while for the background packets, the priority
drops following a Gaussian distribution. After priority assignment, the packets are
rearranged among the layers regarding their level of priorities. The main header of
the final codestream is modified to accommodate the new generated layers and empty
packets are created where necessary.
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Controlling relative importance between ROIs and background in each decompo-
sition level and handling multiple ROIs with different priorities are among the benefits
of this method.

Low priority packet supersession based packet rearrangement method

Another approach of ROI coding based on packet rearrangement is proposed in [53],
which is similar to the demand driven method discussed above. The only difference is
that no new layers are created and the packets with priorities lower than certain values
are suppressed instead and therefore there is no need to update the main header.

As such, this method is simple and fast. Also, re-encoding of the image, i.e.
updating the main header, is not needed.

5.4 Comparison of ROI Coding Methods

A comparison among different approaches of scaling based ROI coding is given here
and summarized in Table 1. The features used for classification of these methods are:

• Support of multiple ROIs with different priorities.

• Relative preference control for ROI and background.

• Support of arbitrary shaped ROIs without need for shape encoding and trans-
mission.

• Compatibility with JPEG2000 standard.

A more comprehensive comparison may be given if some more features /parame-
ters such as complexity and memory requirements for all the methods could be mea-
sured accurately. However, this is outside the scope of this conceptual paper as the
presented methods serve only as indication for potential amendments in contemporary
image compression techniques towards wireless imaging.

6 Advantages of ROI Coding in Different Applications

It is important to understand the effects of preferential ROI image coding on percep-
tual quality in order to eventually benefit over non-ROI coding. As JPEG2000 is the
only standard that supports ROI coding, preliminary research has been focusing on
this standard and its ROI coding approach.
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6.1 General Performance Characteristics of ROI Coding

Subjective experiment

The work presented in [33] investigates on perceptual quality of ROI coding versus
non-ROI coding. Detection of the primary ROIs was done using a VA algorithm
[23, 24, 54]. Images were ROI encoded using the MAXShift method of JPEG2000.
A subjective experiment was conducted involving ten subjects (8 male and 2 female
viewers) to reveal the relationship between encoding/decoding mechanisms and per-
ceptual quality. It was concluded that ROI coding performs well for image content that
comprises of a distinguished ROI over background of little relevance. The favorable
operation of ROI coding seems to decrease with an increase of contextual detail in
the background. It was also concluded that the benefits of ROI coding over non-ROI
coding increases with the decrease of bit rate in terms of bits per pixel. Specifically,
it was suggested that coefficient scaling based ROI coding is best in situations where
arbitrary shaped ROI needs to be encoded in the bitstream and where ROI size is less
than 25% of the image size.

Although this experimental work indicates benefits of ROI coding in certain sce-
narios over non-ROI coding, larger subjective test campaigns would need to be con-
ducted. In order to produce statistically more relevant results, a methodology fol-
lowing ITU-R Rec. BT.500-11 [55] is recommended. This would involve a group
of at least 20 test subjects and the experiment to be conducted in two independent
visual laboratories. In view of applications in wireless imaging, it would also be in-
teresting to investigate whether the benefits of ROI coding are more pronounced once
impairments to the JPEG2000 compressed image are imposed by the error prone radio
channel as an ultimate test of its applicability. Furthermore, ROI coefficient scaling
methods other than MAXShift may perform differently and should be analyzed for
comparision.

Mechanisms of processing spatial detail

In [54], an investigation about the impact of the three different mechanisms provided
in JPEG2000 for encoding/decoding of spatial detail on the perceptual image quality
is provided. In particular, tiling of ROI and background, code block size selection,
and scaling of ROI coefficients are considered. Performance assessment was done
using the fidelity metric PSNR and was not linked to a perceptual metric or a subjec-
tive experiment. The numerical results produced in this work support the following
conclusions. ROI coding using tiling was not found to be efficient. This is thought
to be due to the primary purpose of tiling being a mechanism to reduce memory re-
quirements rather than advancing ROI coding. As for the ROI coding using different
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code block sizes, it was observed that the selection highly dependents on bit rate, ROI
size and priority of ROI compared to the background. For high bit rates, large ROI or
nearly equal important ROI and background, a block size of 32 × 32 was suggested
while a 16× 16 block size should be used when ROI size is small compared to image
size, bit rate is low or when ROI has high priority over background. In addition, it is
also suggested to use code block selection where arbitrarily shaped ROI is expected
to be extracted from the coded bitstream. Finally, the coefficient scaling based ROI
coding seems to perform best in scenarios where arbitrary shaped ROIs are needed
and ROI accounts for less than 25% of the image.

6.2 Exploring ROI Coding for Wireless Imaging

Combining ROI coding with channel coding, in particular using UEP over EEP, is a
natural choice for exploring spatial detail. Three UEP schemes for ROI coding are
reported in the sequel. They all support the favorable operation of ROI coding in
conjunction with UEP for wireless imaging.

UEP and ROI Coding

The scheme proposed in [56] takes advantage of the hierarchical nature of the ROI
coding of JPEG2000. It uses MAXSHift for ROI coefficient scaling and applies two
levels of error protection. Strong protection is given to the ROI packets using the
(24,12) extended Golay code and relatively weak protection is given to the background
packets using the (8,4) extended Hamming code. Conventional EEP was considered
for comparison. The average PSNR of the ROI and the background information over
100 tansmissions of the image under test and number of openable images (openable
with the Kakadu software [57]) were compared for both schemes. The results show
that the images protected by UEP offer higher PSNR compared to those protected by
EEP. For the scenario considered in this work, it has also been observed that none of
the received images was decodable at a signal-to-noise ratio of 6dB when EEP was
used whereas 42% of the received images were decoded when UEP was utilized.

Adaptive UEP and ROI Coding

In [12], the prioritized adaptive unequal channel protection (PAUCP) scheme is pre-
sented. It assigns protection to each JPEG2000 packet by making use of adaptive
unequal channel protection (AUCP) [8, 9] and the priority of the packet based on
its distance from the center of the ROI as presented in [10]. Simulation results for
Rayleigh fading channel showed an improvement in the visual quality of the recon-
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structed images compared to different channel protection techniques at different chan-
nel conditions and bit rates.

JPEG2000 Wireless

In April 2007, the JPEG2000 image coding system Part 11: Wireless, also referred
to as JPWL, has became a published standard [59]. JPWL employs error detection
and error correction techniques to the codestream in order to facilitate transmission of
JPEG2000 encoded image data over error prone wireless channels and networks. It ba-
sically addresses the fact that the error protection technique advised in the JPEG2000
core standard operates on the premise of error-free headers, which in many applica-
tions such as wireless imaging over radio channels may not be fulfilled. In particular,
JPWL specifies two cyclic redundancy check (CRC) codes, the 16-bit CRC-CCITT
(X25) and 32-bit Ethernet CRC to be used in the common way for error detection.
Alternatively, a set of Reed-Solomon (RS) codes for a variety of block lengths and
error correction capabilities are specified. The set of RS codes is used for forward
error correction and enables to perform UEP for different parts of the codestream de-
pending on their importance for the reconstruction of the image at the receiver. In
particular, more error protection may be given to the main header and tile headers in
the codestream.

7 Conclusions

In this conceptual paper, we have focused on stimulating HVS driven signal process-
ing approaches in terms of preferential image coding; the ROI coding and its potential
application in wireless imaging. For this purpose, the general concepts behind ROI
coding have be presented including the notion of ROI, image classes, and the impor-
tant field of quality assessment of ROI coding and related perceptual metrics. On this
basis, a framework for ROI coding for wireless imaging has been proposed and its key
functions have been discussed. In particular, the areas of ROI identification, ROI cod-
ing and quality measures may be seen as unique features of such a framework allowing
for a number of advanced system design options. Especially, UEP can accompany or
replace EEP while suitable quality measures would drive link adaptation techniques
and allow for trading off quality with bitrate and vice versa. Regarding the building
blocks for the suggested framework, it can be concluded that both ROI identification
and perceptual-based image quality needs further research efforts in order to provide
the complete tool set for the wireless imaging scenario to function efficiently. On
the other hand, ROI coding techniques itself are available as non-standard algorithms
and the JPEG2000 standard. Both classes have been surveyed and discussed in this
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paper revealing many options for preference scaling between ROI and background in
the JPEG2000 standard. It has also been noted that JPEG2000 has recently advised
a wireless part that includes some conventional channel coding schemes to account
for the error prone wireless channel and support UEP of headers and ROI over back-
ground information in the codestream. Eventually, advantages of ROI coding and
some related work that explores ROI coding is reported and discussed. Although ROI
coding has been shown to operate favorable over non-ROI coding, the related work
appears to be inconclusive. It may be recommended to perform larger scale subjec-
tive experiments as well as expanding towards studying the effects of the error prone
channel on the perceptual quality and not solely concentrate on the ROI coding al-
gorithms in isolation. Similar scope appears to exist when it comes to exploiting the
ROI feature as only a few UEP coding approaches have been suggested so far while
efficient link adaption schemes could further strengthen the benefits of ROI coding
in wireless imaging. The work presented in this paper can support the understand
of the relationship between the fundamental components of ROI coding for wireless
imaging and stimulate the consolidation of those fields that may still be considered as
underdeveloped. It can also seen as a platform to expand HVS based methodologies
towards cross-layer design techniques for wireless multimedia systems and general
RRM strategies other than explicit and implicit link adaptation.
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Error Protection for Wireless Imaging: Providing a
Trade-off Between Performance and Complexity

M. Imran Iqbal and Hans-Jürgen Zepernick

Abstract

In this paper, we propose a number of error protection schemes for wireless
imaging ranging from simple but less efficient equal error protection to very com-
plex yet optimal error protection. The main objective is to facilitate trade-offs be-
tween performance and complexity in choosing an error protection scheme. Our
technique provides the system designer with a number of solutions from which
the application can choose those that best suits the available resources such as pro-
cessing power and data rate. For this purpose, an image codestream is split into
smaller cells each having a certain number of packets while the available parity
symbols from the deployed error protection are optimally allocated to these cells.
Subsequently, the parity symbols allocated to these cells are distributed among
the packets that constitute each of these cell. Finally, the error control codes for
every packet are determined based on the number of parity symbols allocated to
each packet. Larger cells provide less complex but also less efficient error protec-
tion while smaller cells result in a better error protection performance but at the
cost of increased complexity. Simulation results validate the effectiveness of the
considered technique in providing the desired performances-complexity trade-off.
To obtain better correlation with human perception, performance is evaluated in
terms of objective perceptual quality metrics.

1 Introduction

In order to provide reliable mobile multimedia with acceptable quality of service
(QoS) over wireless channels, utilization of efficient error control coding is essen-
tial to alleviate the severe transmission errors inflicted by the channel. In this context,
forward error correction (FEC) is preferable over automatic-repeat request (ARQ) as
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a feedback back channel may not be available and delays due to ARQ may cause
substantial QoS reductions. In addition, mobile multimedia applications may produce
content and data formats that have different importance to the user and reconstruc-
tion of the service at the receiver, respectively. Accordingly, unequal error protection
(UEP) schemes have gained large interest for protecting mobile multimedia services.

Designing UEP schemes for images and videos is a very complex problem which
has been intensively investigated in recent years [1]– [10]. The classes of channel
codes used in these schemes include Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [3, 4, 9, 10], turbo
codes [7], cyclic redundancy check (CRC) combined with rate compatible punctured
convolutional (RCPC) codes [2], CRC combined with rate compatible punctured turbo
(RCPT) codes [8], RCPC/CRC combined with RS product codes [1, 5], and CRC/
Turbo combined with RS product codes [6]. These techniques have been examined
for different channels such as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) [7], Rayleigh
fading channel [1, 4]– [7], and packet loss channel [3]– [5, 9]. Furthermore, these
works span over a wide range of image and video formats, e.g., JPEG2000/Motion
JPEG2000 are considered in [3, 4, 9], while [1, 3]– [6, 8] focus on set partition in
hierarchical trees [13]. The techniques reported in [3]– [6, 8] use fixed channel pack-
ets while [9] is applicable when source/information packets are of fixed length but
channel packets are allowed to have variable lengths. These error protection schemes
can be divided in two main groups: Distortion based and rate based. In the former
technique, distortions are minimized through either minimization of expected mean
squared error (MSE) or maximization of expected peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
while the rate based technique aims at maximizing the total number of correctly re-
ceived bits.

Most of the algorithms associated with those techniques have high computational
and/or memory demands. In case of fixed length channel packets, only [5] claims
to be suitable for real-time processing. On the other hand, dealing with fixed length
packets, according to the best of the author’s knowledge, there is none of these optimal
techniques simple enough to provide error protection for real-time mobile multimedia
services. Also, the above techniques are evaluated in terms of fidelity metrics PSNR
and/or MSE which often only weakly correlate with the quality as perceived by the
end-user.

In this paper, we propose an UEP technique for wireless imaging with fixed length
packets that supports an excellent trade-off between performance and complexity. The
solutions range from simple equal error protection (EEP) through more complex and
better performing UEP up to the optimal UEP of [2]. The key idea behind the proposed
UEP technique is to divide the codestream into cells of equal length along with allo-
cating a certain amount of parity symbols to each cell. Cells are further broken down
into a number of packets. In view of this cell/packet structure, we have examined two
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UEP schemes: Firstly, UEP is considered only among cells while packets within a
cell are protected with EEP. Secondly, UEP is given to cells and the respective parity
budget of each cell is allocated to provide UEP to the related packets. Depending on
the design objectives, the number of cells may be increased to offer higher quality
images at the expense of increased computational complexity and vice versa. In order
to account for better correlation with human perception compared to fidelity metrics,
performance is evaluated in terms of objective perceptual quality metrics, namely,
structural similarity (SSIM) index [11] and visual fidelity (VIF) criterion [12].

The remaining part of the paper is organizated as follows. Section 2 describes the
proposed UEP scheme. Section 3 contains numerical results obtained with the pro-
posed technique as well as for EEP and the optimal UEP technique. Finally, Section
5 concludes the paper.

2 Error Protection for Wireless Imaging

The main concept of the proposed approach is to split the codestream of a given image
format into cells of equal length along with allocation of parity to these cells. Then,
each cell may further distribute its parity budget among its packets according to a
given strategy such as EEP or UEP.

2.1 Splitting of codestream into cells

Let the codestream be split into M cells each comprising N packets. Parity allocation
shall be optimized with respect to cells instead of packets. In other words, the total
number of M × N packets in a codestream are clustered into groups of M cells.
If only one cell is used, the approach degenerates to EEP while optimal UEP [2] is
obtained when the number of cells equals the total number of packets in a codestream.
A trade-off between best performance (optimal UEP) and lowest complexity (EEP)
can then be achieved by using a suitable choice of M and N .

2.2 Allocating parity to cells

Consider the case of unequal parity distribution among cells and equal parity alloca-
tion to the packets within each cell. Furthermore, let C = {c1, c2, . . . , cL} be the set
of given error control codes and let R = {r1, r2, . . . , rL} be the corresponding set of
parity symbols or redundancy rl, associated with each code cl ∈ C.
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Problem statement

Let a codestream be transmitted using an overall UEP policy ψ = {ψ1, ψ2, ..., ψM},
where ψi denotes the error protection policy applied to the ith cell of the codestream.
As EEP is used within each cell, we have

ψi = {cli , cli , . . . , cli}, li ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L} (1)

Furthermore, let ϕ denote image quality if the codestream is decoded correctly
and let ϕi be the image quality for the case that the first i cells of the codestream are
decoded correctly.

In order to formulate the expected image quality ϕ(ψ) for a given policy ψ after
transmitting the codestream, let us assume a block fading channel in the presence of
AWGN. In this scenario, the fading channel may be considered as time-invariant for
the duration of a cell comprising of N packets while the related block error proba-
bilities are independent among cells. Then, the probability Pe,i(ψ) that the ith cell
contains at least one packet in error is given by:

Pe,i(ψ) = 1− [1− Pe(ψi)]
N (2)

where Pe,0(ψ) , 0, Pe,M+1(ψ) , 1, and Pe(ψi) is the packet error probability using
the code cli defined by the policy ψi of the ith cell.

The expected image quality ϕ(ψ) for policy ψ after transmission of the codestream
over the channel can then be calculated as

ϕ(ψ) =
M∑
i=0

ϕiPe,i+1(ψ)
i∏

j=0

[1− Pe,j(ψ)] (3)

The problem of finding the optimal UEP policy ψ that provides maximum image
quality subject to a given budget of parity symbols, can then be posed as

P1 :

{
max
ψ

ϕ(ψ)

subject to r(ψ) ≤ r
(4)

whereas r(ψ) denotes the total number of parity symbols allocated to the codestream
using policy ψ and r is the total number of parity symbols available for protecting
the image codestream. As the number of codes cl ∈ C is finite and the associated
redundancy rl ∈ R is discrete, we have r(ψ) ≤ r.
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Solution

We have chosen dynamic programming to solve problem (16) and adopt the procedure
reported in [2] in the sequel but allow for the codestream being organized into cells.
This approach will allow us designing for a wide range of trade-offs between per-
formance of optimal UEP with different codes for each packet as in [2] and reduced
complexity using UEP with different codes for each cell but EEP or UEP among the
packets within a cell.

In order to solve problem (16) recursively, let us focus on progressive image en-
coding such as those supported by JPEG2000. As a consequence, the image quality
improvement due to decoding of an additional ith cell given all i − 1 previous cells,
can be defined for the error-free case by an increment

δi = ϕi − ϕi−1, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M (5)

where ϕ0 denotes a constant initial value. Accordingly, image quality gain based on
the presence of i cells can be expressed in terms of a sum of non-negative increments
as

ϕi − ϕ0 =
i∑

j=1

δi (6)

In preparation of re-phrasing problem (16) recursively and making it accessible
to dynamic programming, we adopt the approach reported in [2] for packets to the
considered more generic cell structure in terms of clusters of packets and utilize the
non-negative increments of quality improvement given in (17). Specifically, let us
define the partial expected image quality ϕk(ψ) for policy ψ after transmission of the
codestream over the channel as

ϕk(ψ) =
N∑
i=k

 i∑
j=k

δj

Pe,i+1(ψ)
i∏

j=k

[1− Pe,j(ψ)] (7)

which can be calculated recursively as

ϕk(ψ)=

{
[1−Pe,M (ψ)]δM , k=M

[1−Pe,k(ψ)]
[
δk+ϕk+1(ψ)

]
, k=1, 2, . . . ,M−1

(8)

Using (15), (17) and (19), it can be shown that

ϕ1(ψ) = ϕ(ψ)− ϕ0 (9)
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which allows to formulate (16) in the form of

P2 :

{
max
ψ

ϕ1(ψ)

subject to r(ψ) ≤ r
(10)

In view of the above recursive problem formulation, let us now define ϕ∗k(r) for
brevity as the optimal solution to (22) for parity allocation ρk at the kth recursion,
also referred to as stage, for a given parity budget r. Then, the optimal parity alloca-
tion to the different cells at the kth stage can be found using the following dynamic
programming recursion equation:

ϕ∗k(r)=

{
0, if k > N

max
ψ

{[1−Pe,k(ψ)][δk+ϕ∗k+1(r−ρk)]} otherwise (11)

2.3 Assigning error control codes to packets

Given the parity budget for each cell, the allocated redundancy may then be further
distributed to the packets in each cell. In this paper, we consider the following two
strategies (see also Fig. 1).

EEP among packets

Each packet within a cell is given the same amount of parity and hence the same code
for error protection. Clearly, no additional complexity is incurred by this strategy as
the related code is defined once parity for a cell of size N packets is obtained.

Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell M

Parity 1

Parity 2
Parity 3

Parity M

Case 1 (EEP)

Case 2 (UEP)

Figure 1: Parity allocation to cells and packets within a cell.
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UEP among packets

Parity given to a cell is unequally distributed to packets within each cell using the
same dynamic programming framework as for parity allocation to cells.

3 Numerical Results

Performance of the proposed technique is examined using simulations and consider-
ing seven gray-scale sample JPEG2000 images all with size 512 × 512 pixels (Bar-
bara, Elaine, Goldhill, Lena, Mandrill, Pepper, and Tiffany). The JPEG2000 format
was chosen here because Part 11 of the standard, referred to as wireless JPEG 2000
(JPWL), offers error protection mechanism that accounts for transmission over error
prone wireless channels.

Specifically, the related image codestream is divided into packets with length of 32
bytes. RS codes are chosen for error protection to remain compatible with JPWL. In
particular, JPWL offers 16 different (n, k) RS codes with fixed message length k = 32
bytes and different code lengths n ∈ {37, 38, 40, 43, 45, 48, 51, 53, 56, 64, 75, 80, 85,
96, 112, 128}. Accordingly, the number m = n − k of parity bytes used to facilitate
an UEP scheme may be selected from the set {5, 6, 8, 11, 13, 16, 19, 21, 24, 32, 43, 48,
53, 64, 80, 96}.

The protected codestream is send over a Rayleigh fading channel subject to AWGN.
The block error probabilities for the related codes were computed first using simula-
tions. The examined scenarios operate with the total number of cells being M =
2, 4, 8, 32, optimal UEP [2], and EEP for comparison. An average code rate of 0.8 is
used with these codes. In order to obtain results in the low SNR regime, we assume
that the image header is received without errors (i.e. implementation of strong protec-
tion). As for the quality assessment, we consider two decoding cases: Decoding of the
codestream until the first uncorrectable error occurs and decoding of the codestream
regardless of residual errors.

Given decoding until the first uncorrectable error, Fig. 2 shows performance for
sample image Barbara in terms of the objective perceptual quality metrics (a) SSIM
and (b) VIF. Clearly, all considered schemes show similar performance for SNR <
6 dB and SNR> 25 dB. In these low and high SNR regimes, EEP is preferable as it
requires the lowest amount of processing (see also Fig. 5). For the intermediate SNR
region, the proposed UEP approach outperforms EEP, approaches optimal UEP with
increasing M = 2, 4, 8, and overlaps with optimal UEP for M = 32.

Fig. 3 depicts the results for the case the receiver aims at decoding codestream
regardless of residual errors. It can be observed that this causes generally a quality
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Figure 2: Performance comparison for codestream decoding up to first residual error:
(a) SSIM index, (b) VIF criterion.
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degradation compared to the results shown in Fig. 2. This is due to the fact that the
JPEG2000 decoder, in our case Kakadu [14], looses synchronization in the presence
of residual errors. It can also be attributed to error propagation in progressive image
decoding in which the JPEG2000 decoder may misinterpret the data after an error has
occurred. Figs. 3a-(b) also illustrate that the proposed technique gives results even
closer to the optimal technique compared to the previous case.

It has been observed through simulations that unequally parity distributing among
the packets within a cell does not improve performance compared to distributing par-
ity equally and hence does not warrant the related increase in complexity. Fig. 4
illustrates this finding for M = 8 cells in terms of SSIM performance. Apparently,
stronger error protection is given to packets at the beginning of a cell while less or no
protection is given with the progression towards the end of a cell. As a result, some
or all errors are uncorrectable when occurring in any of these tail packets. As the de-
coder truncates the codestream once an uncorrectable error is detected, the probability
of releasing an image with insufficient quality increases. In other words, the presence
of a single residual error in packets towards the end of any cell may render the rest of
the codestream undecodable.

Table 1 shows the results obtained for the other six image samples using EEP, the
proposed technique with M = 32 cells (PT-32), and optimal UEP (Opt) [2]. The
similar trends seen for image sample Barbara can be observed for all sample images.
The results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed technique in providing an ex-
cellent trade-off between performance and complexity in selecting an error protection
scheme for wireless imaging.

In view of the selected dynamic programming, the complexity of the proposed
technique is in the order of O(cM ) for some constant c > 1 and increases with M .
This constitutes fairly low complexity compared to the optimal UEP of [2] that has
complexity of the order of O(cMN ). If UEP is also applied to packets within a cell,
the complexity of the proposed technique increases toO(cmax (M,N)) but remains still
low compared to the optimal UEP. In addition, we have measured the execution time
it takes to find the related error control codes with the different techniques. This is
based on Matlab (R2007b) implementations of the algorithms which were executed
on a standard personal computer with Intel 2.66 GHz dual core processor. As can be
seen in Fig. 5, EEP consumes minimum time while execution time increases with the
number of cells M . However, execution time can be kept quite low even for M =32
while the optimal UEP consumes substantial time.
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Figure 3: Performance comparison when decoding complete codestream: (a) SSIM
index, (b) VIF criterion.
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Table 1: Results for other sample images (SNRuc = Signal-to-Noise ratio for uncoded
case)

SNRuc
SSIM Index VIF Criterion

(dB) Partial Decoding Full Decoding Partial Decoding Full Decoding
EEP PT-32 Opt EEP PT-32 Opt EEP PT-32 Opt EEP PT-32 Opt

Elaine

0 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.34 0.29 0.26 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.16 0.15 0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0.48 0.55 0.56 0.10 0.02 0.01 0 0.26 0.23 0 0.01 0.01
12 0.48 0.70 0.70 0.08 0.08 0.07 0 0.70 0.61 0 0.14 0.16
16 0.49 0.74 0.73 0.05 0.50 0.55 0.04 0.88 0.88 0.03 0.46 0.47
20 0.64 0.78 0.78 0.61 0.77 0.76 0.49 0.93 0.94 0.61 0.92 0.92
24 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.91 0.94 0.94
28 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94

Goldhill

0 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.23 0.23 0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.17 0.15 0.18 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0.40 0.50 0.48 0.08 0.01 0.01 0 0.20 0.19 0 0.01 0.01
12 0.40 0.67 0.65 0.04 0.09 0.09 0 0.59 0.50 0 0.15 0.15
16 0.43 0.73 0.72 0.06 0.42 0.46 0.04 0.66 0.69 0.03 0.46 0.48
20 0.58 0.81 0.80 0.66 0.74 0.74 0.41 0.82 0.82 0.51 0.85 0.83
24 0.85 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.91 0.91 0.88 0.90 0.90
28 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91

Lena

0 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.34 0.30 0.32 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.21 0.20 0.23 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0.55 0.63 0.62 0.14 0.02 0.02 0 0.28 0.23 0 0.01 0.01
12 0.55 0.80 0.80 0.04 0.09 0.14 0 0.66 0.55 0 0.14 0.13
16 0.56 0.84 0.86 0.04 0.44 0.45 0.06 0.85 0.79 0.04 0.43 0.53
20 0.73 0.89 0.89 0.62 0.82 0.83 0.47 0.90 0.90 0.56 0.92 0.92
24 0.90 0.92 0.92 0.90 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.95 0.93
28 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95

Mandrill

0 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.13 0.13 0.14 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.09 0.09 0.09 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0.23 0.29 0.28 0.05 0.01 0.00 0 0.15 0.15 0 0.01 0.01
12 0.23 0.44 0.40 0.04 0.08 0.10 0 0.33 0.34 0 0.14 0.11
16 0.24 0.55 0.53 0.03 0.38 0.44 0.04 0.49 0.50 0.02 0.40 0.36
20 0.38 0.64 0.62 0.49 0.61 0.60 0.29 0.63 0.63 0.45 0.66 0.66
24 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.71 0.73 0.73 0.66 0.69 0.69 0.68 0.70 0.70
28 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70

Pepper

0 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.27 0.36 0.33 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.23 0.19 0.22 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0.52 0.61 0.61 0.13 0.02 0.02 0 0.24 0.22 0 0.01 0.01
12 0.52 0.78 0.76 0.05 0.06 0.15 0 0.68 0.53 0 0.15 0.16
16 0.53 0.83 0.81 0.04 0.41 0.43 0.05 0.84 0.77 0.03 0.47 0.46
20 0.71 0.85 0.85 0.60 0.78 0.80 0.49 0.90 0.90 0.55 0.90 0.92
24 0.86 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.88 0.91 0.94 0.95 0.90 0.95 0.95
28 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95

Tiffany

0 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.44 0.36 0.38 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.31 0.25 0.23 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0.63 0.69 0.69 0.13 0.02 0.03 0 0.29 0.30 0 0.03 0.02
12 0.63 0.81 0.79 0.06 0.14 0.13 0 0.61 0.60 0 0.17 0.21
16 0.64 0.85 0.85 0.05 0.46 0.53 0.06 0.85 0.77 0.03 0.54 0.59
20 0.75 0.88 0.88 0.71 0.86 0.86 0.52 0.90 0.90 0.57 0.89 0.92
24 0.90 0.92 0.91 0.89 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.94 0.94
28 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94
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4 Conclusions

We have proposed an UEP technique for wireless imaging for fixed length information
packets. Simulation results show that our proposed technique of allocating the avail-
able parity budget is very effective and provides results that are very close and in some
cases overlapping with those obtained with the optimal technique. At the same time it
considerably reduces the complexity compared to the optimal UEP. It also provides a
very good trade-off between complexity and performance. Hence, it supports design-
ers of wireless imaging applications with the flexibility of selecting the parameters of
codestream breakdown into cells and packets subject to given system constraints such
as processing power, available memory, and transmission conditions. Furthermore,
by using the objective perceptual quality metrics SSIM index and VIF criterion for
the performance evaluation, the numerical results are better linked to human percep-
tion compared to using fidelity metrics. Finally, as we have used the set of RS codes
specified in JPWL, the examined technique is fully compatible with JPWL.
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A Framework for Error Protection of Region of Interest
Coded Images and Videos

M. Imran Iqbal and Hans-Jürgen Zepernick

Abstract

In this paper, we propose a framework for unequal error protection (UEP) of
image and video streaming over a wireless channel. Our framework of allocat-
ing the parity symbols associated with error control coding to the image or video
codestream takes advantage of the different levels of importance that particular
spatial regions of visual multimedia content has to human observers. As such, it
provides stronger protection against transmission impairments to those parts of
an image or video stream that correspond to the regions of interest (ROIs) while
weaker protection is applied to the background (BG). For this purpose, an im-
age or video stream represented by a sequence of packets is split into smaller
cells in such a way that certain cells contain the parts of a codestream that rep-
resent ROIs and the last cell carries solely BG information. The available parity
budget obtained from the given code rate is then distributed among these cells
based on their contribution to the overall perceptual quality of a reconstructed
image or video. A dynamic programming approach is utilized to facilitate opti-
mal allocation of parity to ROIs and BG for ROI based UEP. The performance
of the proposed ROI based UEP scheme is analyzed and compared with both the
optimal UEP without ROI processing and equal error protection (EEP) in terms
of an objective perceptual quality metric, the structural similarity (SSIM) index.
Performance results validate the effectiveness of our framework and the superior
performance of the proposed UEP scheme compared to EEP. The performance
of the proposed UEP scheme matches well with that of the optimal UEP with-
out ROI processing, especially, for multiple spatial description image and video
coding while computational complexity can be kept much lower.
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1 Introduction

Recent advances in wireless communication systems, such as the third generation mo-
bile cellular systems, provide technologies that support the high data rates needed
for mobile multimedia services. Specifically, wireless imaging and mobile video
streaming services are expected to further increase in the coming years. Given the
source compressed representation of mobile multimedia signals and their vulnerabil-
ity against transmission errors, deployment of powerful error control coding becomes
a crucial part to ensure delivery of services with acceptable quality.

To develop an efficient error control coding scheme for this class of services, it is
beneficial to account for the fact that human observers typically give different impor-
tance to particular spatial regions of an image or video scene. For example, scenes
that comprise of faces or include people draw significant attention to viewers. The
region that attracts viewer’s attention the most is called region of interest (ROI) while
the remaining region of the same image or video frame having less importance is
called background (BG). Exploiting this feature of the human visual system (HVS)
provides many benefits including improving the performance of quality metrics as
shown in [1, 2].

Accordingly, prioritized error handling of data from a streaming service depend-
ing on its importance for the reconstruction of an image or video using unequal er-
ror protection (UEP) improves performance compared to straightforward equal error
protection (EEP). However, finding an optimal UEP scheme for a mobile multime-
dia service is a very challenging problem. It depends on many factors including the
source distortion-rate function, transmission channel scenario, allocated bandwidth,
and available code rate. Many solutions to this complex multidimensional problem,
such as those reported in [3]– [16], have been proposed for image and video stream-
ing services. Most of the developed techniques for unequal error protection provide an
approximation to the optimal solution. They typically utilize certain classes of chan-
nel codes, consider particular channel models, and aim for specific image or video
formats (see Section 2).

In view of the above, we will prioritize ROIs over BG in the design of efficient
error control schemes for image and video communications. In addition, optimization
should be based on perceptual quality metrics instead of fidelity metrics. The ROI part
of the codestream carrying an image or video frame is given higher error protection by
allowing more parity symbols compared to the BG. This will result in less distortions
in the ROIs compared to the BG in the presence of channel errors and will in turn lead
to an overall better quality of the reconstructed image or video.

In this paper, we therefore propose a framework for UEP of ROI coded images
and videos. It should be noted that this work is partly motivated by the insights gained
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from [17] on the benefits of working on granularities of clusters of packets in the
codestream in terms of complexity savings. In addition, we have revealed significant
improvements in objective perceptual quality prediction performance by utilizing a
salience awareness framework with a realization applied to TetraVQM as reported
in [18]. Accordingly, the proposed framework for UEP of ROI coded images and
videos comprises of the following three components. First, a given image or video
stream is organized into cells. A cell shall be defined as a collection of packets that
represent a spatial region such as an ROI or BG. Each cell contains a codestream that
represents an ROI except the last cell which represents the BG. Second, the available
parity budget is distributed among ROIs and BG according to their perceptual impor-
tance to viewers. It should be noted that the respective weights of the different spatial
regions for the viewer perception have been deduced from the results reported in our
publicly available ROI database [19]. Lastly, the portion of the parity budget that
was allocated to each cell is optimally distributed among the packets within each cell
using a dynamic programming algorithm. For this purpose, we adopted the optimal
UEP approach suggested in [4] but only over the packets of a cell instead of over all
packets of the entire codestream of an image or video frame. This larger granularity
in terms of codestream structure has been shown to be beneficial in [17] for finding a
trade-off between performance and complexity although ROIs and BG have not been
considered in our previous work. Due to the decomposition of the spatial domain into
ROIs and BG, our framework proposed in this paper offers performance in terms of
perceptual quality that matches closely to that of optimal UEP without ROI process-
ing but with the benefit of largely reduced computational complexity. Specifically,
simulation results for the JPEG2000 image and Motion JPEG2000 video formats over
a wireless link validate the excellent performance of the proposed UEP scheme and
effectiveness of the proposed framework. For the purpose of performance evaluation,
we allowed for the inclusion and augmentation of objective perceptual quality metrics
into the processing and utilized the SSIM index as the related algorithm is publicly
available.

In view of the above discussion, the main goal of this paper is to provide an
UEP technique, based on splitting the codestream with respect to perceptual rele-
vance, which offers excellent performance in terms of objective perceptual quality
while keeping the computational complexity low.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a review
on the state-of-the-art in the field of unequal error protection of images and videos.
In Section 3, we introduce the main functions of the proposed framework for error
protection of ROI coded images and videos. The approach of splitting the codestream
into ROI and BG cells is presented in Section 4. Subsequently, in Section 5, the parity
allocation to those cells subject to an overall budget of symbols for error protection
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and distinguishing between ROIs and BG is described. In Section 6, the dynamic
programming solution adopted to further provide optimal UEP to the different packets
within each cell is presented. Performance evaluations are then reported and discussed
in Section 7 giving performance comparisons between EEP, optimal UEP without ROI
processing, and our proposed ROI based UEP scheme. Finally, Section 8 concludes
the paper.

2 State-of-the-art Review

A number of UEP schemes have been proposed for wireless image and video stream-
ing services. These schemes deploy a variety of channel codes ranging from Reed-
Solomon (RS) codes [6, 7, 14, 16] over simple cyclic redundancy check (CRC) codes
together with rate compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) codes [4, 15] to turbo
codes [12]. Combinations of different codes include CRC and rate compatible punc-
tured turbo (RCPT) codes used in [5, 9, 13], RCPC/CRC and RS product codes as
reported in [3, 8], and CRC/Turbo codes in combination with RS codes used in [10].

The transmission channels considered in the development of UEP techniques are
often represented by discrete models such as binary symmetric channel (BSC) [5, 9],
Gilbert-Elliott channel (GEC) [11], or packet loss channel [6]– [8], [14]. Concern-
ing real-valued channel models with respect to signal magnitude, an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is used in [12] while a Rayleigh fading channel is
considered in [3, 7, 8, 10, 12].

Concerning the different image and video coding formats used with the above
error protection techniques, they can be identified as JPEG2000 or Motion JPEG-
2000 in [5]– [7], [9, 14] while set partition in hierarchical tree encoding [20] is used
in [3], [6]– [10], [13]. The techniques in [5]– [10], [13] were developed for fixed chan-
nel packets while source/information packets of fixed length are considered in [14].
An UEP technique has been proposed in [21] for H.264/AVC video based on adaptive
hierarchical quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). In this work, a group of pic-
tures (GOP) in a H.264/AVC encoded video stream is split into two separate streams
based on their levels of importance with respect to their error sensitivity. These two
streams are modulated using hierarchical 16-QAM in which the distances between
points within a quarter and the distances between quarters are adjusted such that these
streams experience different bit error rates (BER). This results in a lower BER for the
high priority stream containing important information at the cost of increased BER for
the low priority stream containing data that has low impact on the reconstructed video
quality. This hierarchical 16-QAM scheme may also adapt to changing channel con-
ditions. Apparently, unequal error protection is obtained here by adaptive modulation
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instead of unequally assigning parity bits to different parts of the stream. The main
drawback of this scheme is that it limits the choices of modulations and therefore is
not applicable to other modulation schemes. Further, performance evaluation is done
in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) which is know to not always correlate
well with video quality as it is perceived by human observers. Another UEP tech-
nique is presented in [22] for the MPEG-4 video format. This technique combines the
scalable video coder with UEP and adaptive packet size assignment. In this scheme,
the MPEG-4 bitstream of all layers is interleaved into a so-called block of packets
(BOP). Within each BOP, forward error correction (FEC) is introduced in such a way
that the layers with higher impact on quality should be protected with higher error
correction capabilities compared to those layers that have less effect on the received
video quality. Four cases are discussed concerning fixed and adaptive UEP as well
as fixed and adaptive packet size assignment. The performance is evaluated for burst-
error channels in terms of PSNR while objective perceptual quality metrics are not
considered.

Alternatively, the discussed error protection schemes may be divided in two main
classes: distortion based schemes and rate based schemes. With the former class
of schemes, distortions are minimized through either minimizing the expected mean
squared error (MSE) or maximizing the expected PSNR. On the other hand, the rate
based schemes aim at maximizing the total number of correctly decoded bits.

Regarding the performance evaluation of the above-mentioned error protection
techniques, this is typically done with fidelity metrics, for instance, PSNR and MSE.
However, it has been widely accepted that these types of metrics sometimes possess
only weak correlation with the quality of images and videos as it would be perceived
by humans. A much better correlation to human perception can be achieved by ac-
counting for structural information from the spatial domain and evaluate related dis-
tortions due to transmission and other impairments. This is particulary true as the HVS
deduces and operates on such structural information rather than processing the spatial
viewing area pixel-by-pixel. A number of objective perceptual quality metrics have
been proposed in recent years that can be used for the purpose of performance evalu-
ation, for example, the structural similarity (SSIM) index [23] and visual information
fidelity (VIF) criterion [24]. It can be expected that designing an error protection
scheme for an image and video service using this type of objective perceptual qual-
ity metrics will be more efficient and reliable in terms of the quality as perceived by
humans. Although several UEP techniques for image and video protection have been
proposed in literature as mentioned above, their performance evaluation with respect
to objective perceptual quality metrics is not well developed. However, the recent
work reported in [25] proposes an interesting perceptual unequal packet loss protec-
tion technique for video transmission. It operates on the abstraction of a discrete
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Figure 1: Sample image ‘Parrots’ containing two regions of interest.

packet erasure channel as it may be seen from higher layers of a protocol stack. This
excludes the impact of signal fading and noise on the individual bits of a transmitted
image or video frame but may serve in combination with UEP techniques operating
on bit level to establish a concatenated error protection scheme.

3 Framework for Unequal Error Protection

Image and video scenes often comprise certain spatial regions that attract the viewer’s
attention more than other regions. Given the sample image shown in Fig. 1, for ex-
ample, it can be expected that the faces of the two parrots will attract the viewer’s
attention more compared to the rest of the image. In this paper, we utilize this feature
of the HVS for unequal error protection of image and video services over wireless
channels. Specifically, the overall budget of parity symbols given by a particular error
control scheme is allocated such that the ROIs of an image or video receive stronger
protection compared to the less important BG.

The main idea of our framework is to divide a single optimal rate allocation prob-
lem into multiple smaller problems and then to solve these smaller problems indepen-
dently while making use of the perceptual importance of ROIs. In this context, rate
allocation to a packet means applying an error control code which provides a speci-
fied code rate. Strong error protection is provided by low-rate codes which require a
large number of parity symbols to accompany the payload. On the other hand, weak
error protection is obtained with high-rate codes and requires less parity symbols. We
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the framework for error protection of ROI coded images
and videos.

have thus reformulated the optimal rate allocation problem as optimal parity allocation
problem.

Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed framework for error protection
of ROI coded images and videos. It comprises three main functions as follows. In
the first processing step, the codestream generated from an image or video signal
is split into ROIs and BG. In this way, the codestream is organized into so-called
cells comprising of a number of packets where each of the ROIs as well as the BG
corresponds to a particular cell. A codestream split intoM cells implies therefore that
it carriesM−1 ROIs along with the BG. Subsequently, the available parity symbols of
a given budget are allocated to these cells in their respective order of significance for
the quality of the reconstructed image/video. This may be controlled by perceptual
weights that may be available from subjective experiments. Finally, the amount of
parity symbols given to each cell is distributed among the packets constituting each
cell. The related error control code is then applied to each packet based on the number
of parity symbols allocated. The following sections will describe these three key
functions of the proposed framework in detail.

4 Splitting the Codestream into ROI and BG Cells

The most beneficial approach to split the codestream of a given image or video format
would be to generate separate and independent codestreams for each ROI and the
BG. This would require a multiple spatial description image and video encoder that
can generate separate streams for each of the considered spatial regions. In this way, it
would be straightforward to protect these separate ROI and BG streams independently.

There are two recent image and video standards that provide the functionality
of generating separate bitstreams for different spatial regions of an image or video
frame, namely, MPEG-4 and JPEG2000. MPEG-4 can encode different foreground
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and background objects separately [26] and may serve as a multiple spatial description
coder. On the other hand, JPEG2000 supports ROI coding and may also be modified
to account for multiple spatial descriptions.

Both MPEG-4 and JPEG2000 provide error resilience tools for alleviating the ef-
fect of transmission errors on the quality of the decoded image/video and the decoding
process. However, these tools do not attempt to correct such errors. Usually, some ad-
ditional error protection is needed in wireless transmission systems in order to provide
wireless imaging and video streaming services with acceptable quality of service. Un-
like MPEG-4, a very flexible error protection toolkit has been recently added into the
JPEG2000 standard, named JPEG2000 Wireless (JPWL). With JPWL, it is now pos-
sible to detect and correct errors in a JPEG2000 codestream, which makes JPEG2000
images and videos more suitable for applications that involve streaming over error-
prone channels. Therefore, we have chosen the JPEG2000 format for the evaluation
of the proposed UEP technique in order to benefit from the provided error protection
toolkit. In our simulations, we have also used the RS codes provided in the JPWL
toolkit. In this way, our technique is fully compatible with the JPEG2000 standard.

4.1 Splitting Approach for Images

Let us consider an image format that produces a single codestream for the whole im-
age. In this case, the codestream shall be split into M cells where each cell represents
one spatial region of the image, i.e. either an ROI or the BG. Further, let the image be
encoded with multiple ROIs using a JPEG2000 encoder and let the ROIs have differ-
ent priorities to the viewer. To separate the codestream into ROIs and BG, it is noted
that the JPEG2000 encoder places the data relating to ROIs at the beginning of the
codestream and in the order of their priorities. As we used the generic scaling method
for ROI coding in JPEG2000, there are no hard boundaries among the representation
of the ROIs in the codestream and between the last ROI and the BG.

It should also be noted that the generic scaling method is commonly used in
JPEG2000 for ROI coding and has certain advantages over the other method used
for the same purpose named MAX-Shift method. These advantages include providing
adjustable level of importance of the ROI with respect to the BG. As for as bound-
aries between ROIs and BG are concerned, our studies have revealed that small shifts
in these boundaries, or in other words the absence of hard boundaries, do not make
much difference when it comes to the performance of the proposed UEP scheme. The
following approach is therefore used to separate the ROIs as well as the BG and hence
produce a structured codestream suitable for UEP coding.

Given is a codestream that consists of NCS packets. As would be supported by
JPEG2000, let us assume that the codestream is organized into a sequence of ROIs
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according to their priorities followed by the BG. Applying progressive decoding that
commences with the first packet to proceed to the last packet in the codestream, the
quality of the image successively increases with the ROI of highest priority developing
first and so on. In this setting, let Φi denote the objective perceptual quality of the ith

ROI computed using a suitable metric such as the SSIM index or the VIF criterion with
respect to the spatial area of the considered ROI. Similarly, let Φi(N ′

i) represent the
objective perceptual quality obtained for the ith ROI in case that the first N ′

i packets
are decoded. In order to quantify N ′

i , we define the following condition

Φi(N
′
i) ≥ α · Φi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1 (1)

where α is a real number representing the fraction of quality obtained after processing
N ′
i packets. It should also be mentioned that N ′

i is the smallest number of packets
that satisfies (1) for every cell. It is noted that a value of α = 0.9 has turned out to be
beneficial for separating the codestream into a sequence of cells that represents ROIs
and BG. In view of (1), the numberNi of packets contained in the ith cell representing
the ith ROI can be calculated as

Ni = N ′
i −N ′

i−1, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1 (2)

where N ′
0 , 0 is the initial value. Once the number of packets in the M − 1 ROI cells

are given, the remaining
NBG = NCS −N ′

M−1 (3)

packets are then associated with the BG.
Fig. 3 illustrates this splitting for the single ROI case with generic scaling method.

Here, the quality is measured in terms of the SSIM index. It can be seen from the
figure that for α = 0.9, the first 98 packets are considered to contain the ROI while
the remaining packets are associated with the BG in this example.

Let us now focus on the case of multiple spatial description coding, where we
utilize the tiling feature of the JPEG2000 format to generate a multiple spatial de-
scription image codestream. Here, the JPEG2000 encoder generates a codestream in
which the data associated with each tile of the image is kept separate from the other
tiles resulting in a so-called tile-stream. This type of codestream partitioning has sev-
eral advantages for designing an UEP scheme. Specifically, different priorities can be
assigned to each region that is represented by a tile and related error protection can be
applied according to these preferences. Furthermore, this codestream structure facil-
itates the decomposition of a single and complex optimization problem with respect
to parity allocation into a number of M smaller and less complex problems. It should
also be noted that multiple spatial description coding shares the advantage with simple
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Figure 3: Splitting of the codestream into ROI and BG cells for the generic scaling
method with M = 2.

multiple description coding of being more error resilient to packet loss, compared with
single description coding [27]. This can be a beneficial feature for wireless imaging
and video services where the error-prone channel may introduce severe impairments
on the transmitted streams.

4.2 Splitting Approach for Videos

As far as error protection of ROI coded videos is concerned, splitting of the related
video stream into ROIs and BG appears to be more involved due to the associated
temporal progression of the displayed content. In particular, the sizes and locations of
the ROIs will likely change during the progression of a video and hence would require
to be computed for every frame or a cluster of frames. However, an autocorrelation
analysis for mobile video quality assessment has been reported in [28] to shed light
on the dynamics of the changes in spatial features of a video over time. In particular,
an autocorrelation analysis was carried out to reveal the coherence time for which the
considered spatial features can be assumed as being constant. The numerical results
showed that the average coherence time assumes a value of 25 frames for all con-
sidered spatial features. Similarly, we assume here that the ROIs would also change
slowly with the progression of frames and may be considered as constant for a se-
quence of several consecutive frames (see Fig. 4). Accordingly, the region boundaries
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Figure 4: Splitting videos into ROI and BG cells to hold for groups of consecutive
frames.

calculated for the different ROIs and BG remain the same for the progression of a
group of consecutive frames which in turn reduces the computational load.

In this paper, we consider videos that are given in Motion JPEG2000 format. As
Motion JPEG2000 does not involve inter-frame coding, a similar splitting approach
as outlined in Section 4.1 for JPEG2000 images can therefore be performed for both
single and multiple spatial description video coding.

5 Parity Allocation to ROI and BG Cells

Given the decomposition of an image or video codestream into ROI and BG cells,
the next task is to advice a suitable parity allocation to these portions that serves the
design of an UEP scheme. For this purpose, let us assume that a total number of par-
ity symbols is given for the entire codestream to constitute an overall parity budget.
The amount of available parity symbols may be constrained by the limited bandwidth
offered by a particular system. Specifically, bandwidth is typically scarce and expen-
sive in mobile radio systems and wireless communication systems and hence would
warrant efficient allocation of parity symbols for error protection to ROI and BG cells.

A distribution of the available parity symbols among ROI and BG cells can be
based on the significance that each individual cell has on the quality of the recon-
structed image or video. The optimal parity allocation among all possible parity al-
location solutions may be obtained using dynamic programming. However, in this
work, we have chosen a more direct approach by applying perceptual weights associ-
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ated with the different spatial regions represented by the ROIs and the BG. These per-
ceptual weights may be obtained from subjective experiments. In this way, a stronger
relationship between human perception and UEP is gained. In view of the above
grounds, let the total code rate given for the entire codestream be

R =
K

K +B
(4)

where K denotes the number of codestream symbols associated with an image or
video frame and B is the overall budget of parity symbols that are available for distri-
bution among ROIs and BG.

Concerning the perceptual weights wi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M , given to the M different
cells, we assume that these can only take on real values in the range

0 ≤ wi ≤ 1; i = 1, 2, . . . ,M (5)

and, under the premise that the image or video frame would be of 100% interest to the
viewer, accumulate as

M∑
i=1

wi = 1 (6)

The parity allocation to the M cells can then be performed according to the level
of importance of the ROIs and BG by solving the following set of linear equations:

Bi = wi ·Ni · C, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M (7)

B =

M∑
i=1

Bi (8)

where Bi is the parity allocated to the ith cell, Ni is the number of packets contained
in the ith cell, and C is a constant. It is instructive to solve (7)-(8) for C, which leads
to the solution

C =
B

M∑
i=1

wiNi

(9)

As a consequence, the parity distribution is performed not only with respect to the
weights of the ROIs and BG cells but also the number of packets in the individual cells.
This approach has been selected in order to avoid the possibility of overprotecting cells
that have a high weight but contain only a small number of packets.
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For the special case that all cells consist of the same number of packets, say Ni =
Nc, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M , we have a parity allocation of

Bi = wi ·B, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M (10)

while for a scenario where all cells have the same weight, we obtain

Bi =
Ni
NCS

·B, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M (11)

where

NCS =
M∑
i=1

Ni (12)

6 Parity Allocation to ROI and BG Packets

Let C denote the set of codes cl, l = 1, 2, . . . , L available for unequal error protection
and B be the set of the number of parity symbols bl, l = 1, 2, . . . , L associated with
these codes.

6.1 Problem Statement

Let an image or video frame be transmitted using an overall UEP policy

Ψ = {ψ1, ψ2, ..., ψM} (13)

where ψi is the error protection policy applied to the ith cell of an image or video
frame. Given that parity allocation to ROI and BG cells has already been performed
as described in Section 5 resulting in a parity budget for each cell, it is sufficient to
pose the problem simply with respect to the packets of a cell. For ease of notation, let
us therefore denote the ordered set

ψ = {cl1 , cl2 , . . . , clN }, lj ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L} (14)

as the error protection policy applied to a cell containing N packets. It is noted that
the jth packet; j = 1, 2, . . . , N , is protected by a particular code clj chosen from the
set C of L codes.

In addition, let ϕ denote image or video frame quality if the cell is decoded cor-
rectly at the receiver and let ϕi be the quality if the first i packets of the cell are
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decoded correctly. In order to calculate the expected quality ϕ(ψ) for a given policy
ψ after transmitting the packets of a cell over an error-prone channel, we assume here
a block fading channel in the presence of AWGN. In this case, the fading channel can
be considered as time-invariant for the duration of a packet and the block error prob-
abilities are independent among packets. Then, the expected image quality ϕ(ψ) for
policy ψ after transmission of the codestream over the channel can be calculated as

ϕ(ψ) =
N∑
j=0

ϕjPe,j+1(ψ)

j∏
l=0

[1− Pe,l(ψ)] (15)

where Pe,j(ψ) is the packet error probability using the code clj defined by the policy
ψ of that cell, Pe,0(ψ) , 0, and Pe,N+1(ψ) , 1.

The problem of finding the optimal UEP policy for an individual cell such that the
maximum quality is obtained subject to the total budget of parity symbols, can then
be formulated as

P1 :

{
max
ψ

ϕ(ψ)

subject to B(ψ) ≤ Bcell
(16)

where B(ψ) denotes the total number of parity symbols allocated to this cell using
error protection policy ψ and Bcell ∈ {B1, B2, . . . , BM} is the total number of parity
symbols available for protecting the considered cell. It should be noted that we have
B(ψ) ≤ Bcell since the number of codes cl ∈ C is finite and the associated redundancy
bl ∈ B is discrete.

6.2 Solution to the Problem

We have chosen dynamic programming to solve problem (16) and adopt the procedure
reported in [4]. In contrast to [4], dynamic programming is performed for each cell to
account for ROIs and BG instead of using it for the whole codestream. In this way, the
M different parts of a codestream representing an image or video frame are equipped
with optimal UEP while keeping computational complexity low.

In order to solve this optimization problem using dynamic programming, we con-
sider progressive image and video encoding such as JPEG2000 and Motion JPEG2000,
respectively. With this type of encoding, the image or video quality improves with the
progression of received packets j given the j − 1 previous packets. As suggested
in [4], an incremental reward can be used to measure the quality improvement due to
the additional jth packet and shall be defined in the examined problem setting as

δj , ϕj − ϕj−1, j = 1, 2, . . . , N (17)
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where δj is the reward or the quality gain of the jth packet over the quality obtained by
decoding j − 1 packets and ϕ0 denotes a constant initial value. Alternatively, quality
gain for an image or video frame may be expressed with (17) as a sum of non-negative
rewards

ϕj − ϕ0 =

j∑
l=1

δl (18)

In preparation of making problem (16) accessible to dynamic programming, it is
beneficial to define a partial expected image or video frame quality gain ϕk(ψ) for
policy ψ after transmission of the codestream over the channel as

ϕk(ψ) =

N∑
j=k

(
j∑
l=k

δl

)
Pe,j+1(ψ)

j∏
l=k

[1− Pe,l(ψ)] (19)

which may be calculated recursively as

ϕk(ψ)=

{
[1−Pe,N (ψ)]δN , k=N

[1−Pe,k(ψ)]
[
δk+ϕk+1(ψ)

]
, k=1, 2, . . . , N−1

(20)

Using (15), (17) and (19), it can be shown that

ϕ1(ψ) = ϕ(ψ)− ϕ0 (21)

which allows to rewrite (16) as

P2 :

{
max
ψ

ϕ1(ψ)

subject to B(ψ) ≤ Bcell
(22)

and aims at maximizing the quality gain due to packets in contrast to maximizing the
absolute quality as in problem formulation (16).

Given the recursive problem formulation, let us now define ϕ∗k(r) for brevity as
the optimal solution to (22) for parity allocation ρk at the kth recursion subject to a
parity budget r. Then, the optimal parity allocation to packets at the kth recursion can
be found using the dynamic programming recursion

ϕ∗k(r)=

{
0, if k > N

max
ψ

{[1−Pe,k(ψ)][δk+ϕ∗k+1(r−ρk)]} otherwise (23)

Solving recursion (23) for k = 1 and r = Bcell gives the optimal error protection
policy for the considered cell.
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6.3 Complexity Considerations

Given are the total number of packets NCS in a codestream, the set N = {N1, N2,
. . . , NM} of the number of packets in the different cells, and the total number M
of cells in the codestream. Further, the largest number of packets among the cells is
obtained as

Ncell,max = max
j

(Nj), j = 1, 2, . . . ,M (24)

The computational complexity of the proposed variant of the dynamic programming
approach is of the order of

CROI = O
(
cNcell,max

)
(25)

where c denotes a positive real number. For the special case of all cells having equal
number of packets, the computational complexity of the proposed approach reduces
to

CROI = O
(
c

NCS
M

)
(26)

On the other hand, the optimal UEP without ROI processing of [4] operates on the
total number NCS packets in the codestream and possesses a much larger computa-
tional complexity compared to the ROI based approach given as

Copt = O
(
cNCS

)
(27)

This is particularly significant with the increase of ROIs which results in an increase
of M and hence decrease of complexity of our ROI based approach.

7 Performance Evaluation

The performance of the proposed ROI based UEP technique compared to EEP and
optimal UEP without ROI processing [4] has been examined for six representative
examples. The considered scenarios used with our simulations are as follows:

• Single spatial description coding of JPEG2000 images with one ROI using
mean weights.

• Multiple spatial description coding of JPEG2000 images with one ROI using
mean weights.

• Multiple spatial description coding of JPEG2000 images with one ROI using
content specific weights.
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• Multiple spatial description coding of a JPEG2000 image with two ROIs using
selected weights.

• Single spatial description coding of a Motion JPEG2000 video with one ROI
using mean weights.

• Multiple spatial description coding of a Motion JPEG2000 video with two ROIs
using selected weights.

7.1 Simulation Setting

In the following, we provide the particulars of the considered ROI coded images and
videos, the description of the underlying wireless link model, the derivation of per-
ceptual weights, and augmentation of quality metrics.

Specifications for ROI coded images

Figs. 1 and 5 show the eight JPEG2000 images that were used with our simulations
of a wireless imaging system with ROI coding and UEP. The sample image shown in
Fig. 1 has a resolution of 512×768 pixels while all sample images of Fig. 5 are of size
512× 512 pixels. These gray scale images were converted to JPEG2000 format using
Kakadu software [29]. The two cases of producing images as single tile and images
with multiple tiles for generating independent ROI and BG streams are considered.
In this context, it should be noted that JPEG2000 supports image/video coding where
each frame can be divided into smaller spatial regions referred to as tiles with each tile
being encoded separately. In the case of multiple tiles, combining all tiles contributing
to the corresponding ROIs and considering the rest of the tiles being related to the BG,
multiple streams can be produced each relating to different regions such as ROIs or
BG.

The ROIs for these images were selected according to the results reported in [2] as
illustrated in Fig. 5 by the related rectangular shapes. Specifically, these ROIs are the
outcome of a subjective experiment involving 30 nonexpert viewers that were given
the task to select a region within each of the images that drew most of their attention.
The complete details of the experimental procedures and a comprehensive statistical
analysis of the results is presented in [2]. The localizations of the ROIs in terms of
ROI center coordinates and ROI dimensions have also been made publicly available
at [19] and are used here for our simulations. In a practical application, of course, an
automated algorithm such as the approach reported in [30] would need to be deployed
to facilitate online ROI detection. However, in order to avoid ROI detection errors and
subsequent errors in the performance assessment of the examined UEP schemes, the
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(a) Barbara (b) Elaine (c) Tiffany

(d) Lena (e) Goldhill (f) Mandrill

(g) Pepper

Figure 5: Sample images with their mean ROIs as specified in [2].
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proposed framework utilizes the results of the subject experiment [2,19]. It should be
noted here that such an ROI selection process is one way of obtaining a ground truth
for salient regions in a visual scene. As for the sample image ‘Parrots’ with two ROIs,
it should be mentioned that these were chosen by the authors due to the absence of
any data from subjective experiments.

Specifications for ROI coded videos

The video sequence ‘Mobile and Calendar’ from the video quality experts group
(VQEG) database [31] was used here. The first frame of this video along with the
selected single ROI and two ROIs is presented in Fig. 6. This video is of 8 seconds
duration with a frame size of 702× 486 pixels. It is encoded into a special YUV for-
mat which was converted to Motion JPEG2000 format according to VQEG guidelines
and using the Kakadu software. In particular, we generated one Motion JPEG2000
sequence with a single ROI using single tile encoding and another Motion JPEG2000
sequence accounting for two ROIs using multiple tile encoding to represent multiple
spatial description coding.

Specification of the wireless link model

Forward error correction was applied to these images and videos using RS codes sug-
gested by the proposed UEP, EEP and the optimal UEP scheme without ROI process-
ing of [4] to achieve a total coding rate of 0.8 for all the schemes. The channel coded
images and videos were then transmitted over the simulated wireless channel which
here models Rayleigh fading in the presence of AWGN. Accordingly, different chan-
nel conditions can be controlled by varying the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) provided
by the channel. At the receiver, after channel decoding the codestream is truncated
for every image or video frame when the first residual error occurs and the quality is
computed for this truncated codestream. The reason for not decoding the rest of the
codestream is to avoid crashing or loosing the synchronization of the JPEG2000 de-
coder that might happen in the presence of errors in the codestream. The transmission
through the wireless channel was repeated 100 times and the results were averaged to
get statistically more reliable results.

Derivation of Perceptual Weights

There are many different approaches to derive the perceptual weights for ROIs and BG
of a given image or video frame. In the case of an image or video frame with a single
ROI, we have taken advantage of the ROI database [2, 19]. Hence, the ROI selections
performed by each of the 30 nonexpert viewers are available along with the mean ROI
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: First frame of sample video ‘Mobile and Calendar’ taken from the VQEG
database [31]: (a) single ROI, (b) two ROIs.
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Figure 7: Perceptual weights for ROI and BG for the considered reference images.

as shown in Fig. 5. It is intuitive to then compute the weight of an ROI by counting the
number of pixels of the individual ROI selected by each nonexpert viewer that falls
into the mean ROI of that image and dividing the result by the number of pixels in
the corresponding viewer ROI. In other words, the weight wROI of the ROI averaged
over all 30 viewers can be formulated as

wROI =
1

30

30∑
n=1

an
An

(28)

where an denotes the area of the ROI in number of pixels of the nth viewer’s ROI that
falls into the mean ROI of that image and An is the total area of the nth viewer’s ROI.
In view of (6), the weight wBG given to the BG can be calculated as

wBG = 1− wROI (29)

In addition, we have averaged the results obtained for the seven images from the
ROI database to provide a mean weight making the weighting more independent from
the content. The obtained results are presented in Fig. 7.

For the sample image ‘Parrots’ and the sample video ‘Mobile and Calendar’ both
with two ROIs, we have selected the weights for ROI1, ROI2, and BG, respectively,
as wROI,1 = 0.44, wROI,2 = 0, 33, and wBG = 0.23. The following two conditions
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were kept in mind when choosing these weights: First, these weights were chosen in
descending order such that the first and largest weight represents the first ROI, the sec-
ond and smaller weight is associated with the second ROI, while the last and smallest
weight represents the BG. Second, the weights should also satisfy the condition given
in (6).

To summarize, the term ‘content specific weights’ is used for weights that were
derived from the previously conducted subjective experiments and are apparently spe-
cific to each image. The term ‘mean weights’ refers to weights obtained by averaging
the content specific weights over all images. On the other hand, ‘selected weights’
are those that were chosen by the authors for content where no data from subjective
experiments was available.

Augmentation of Quality Metrics

Following a similar approach as in [1], we used an augmented version of the quality
metrics to account for spatial importance of different regions of an image or a video
frame to the overall perceived quality. Specifically, the quality metrics were calculated
separately for all identified spatial regions, i.e. ROIs and BG, and then accumulated
as a weighted sum as

Φ =

M∑
i=1

wiΦi (30)

where Φ is the overall quality of an image or video frame, Φi is the quality value for
the ith cell representing a spatial region andM is the total number of cells. In the case
of video quality, a single quality value is obtained by averaging the augmented quality
over all frames. Although the described augmentation can be applied to a variety of
objective perceptual quality metrics, we have selected, in this paper, the SSIM index
as an example metric.

7.2 Results and Discussion

In the following, the performance results produced for the sample images ‘Barbara’,
‘Elaine’, ‘Goldhill’, ‘Parrots’ and sample video ‘Mobile and Calendar’ are reported.
It is noted that similar findings were obtained for the other sample images.

First, let us consider the case where the mean weights are used in the design of
the UEP scheme. The motivation behind the mean weights is to be seen in the context
of applications in mobile terminals where the signal processing load may be kept low,
i.e. avoiding weight calculation in order to conserve battery power. Furthermore,
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generalized weights could be applicable to any other image or video for which ROIs
and background are defined but there are no weights assigned to them.

Fig. 8 shows the performance for the single spatial description encoded JPEG-
2000 image ‘Barbara’ with one ROI. It can be seen from the figure, that all three
considered error protection techniques provide similar performance in terms of aug-
mented SSIM index for the low SNR regime, i.e. below 6 dB in this example. The
same applies to the high SNR regime of values above 21 dB to finally reach the qual-
ity of the reference image. On the other hand, in the range of medium SNR values,
the proposed UEP technique outperforms EEP and performs almost as well as the
optimal UEP without ROI processing. This slight shortfall in performance of the pro-
posed UEP compared to optimal UEP without ROI processing is thought to be due
to the following reason. The proposed ROI based UEP technique protects the initial
packets of each cell with strong codes while the remaining tail packets in the cell are
weakly protected or even not protected at all depending on the considered SNR and
available parity symbols. If a residual error occurs in any of these tail packets, the
subsequent cells are not decoded as the codestream is truncated with the appearance
of the first residual error. However, the slightly better performance of optimal UEP
without ROI processing is paid for by a significantly larger computational complexity
(see Section 6.3).

Fig. 9 shows the results for the same transmission scenario as before but using
multiple spatial description coding of the JPEG2000 image ‘Barbara’. Clearly, the
performance of the ROI based UEP techniques matches very well with the computa-
tionally more complex optimal UEP. Further, both UEP schemes outperform EEP over
almost the entire examined range of SNR. It is also observed that the performance in
case of multiple spatial description coding increases more consistently over a wider
range of SNR values. Eventually, all three error protection schemes reach the quality
of the reference image given that the SNR is sufficiently high.

Second, we consider the case where the content specific weights are utilized in
the design of the UEP scheme. The performance results are shown in Fig. 10(a)-(c)
for the sample images ‘Barbara’, ‘Elaine’, and ‘Goldhill’, respectively, for single ROI
and using multiple spatial description coding. These sample images have been chosen
as the three possible relationships between the weights of ROI and BG are covered. In
particular, we have the weight relationships of wROI ∼wBG, wROI >wBG, wROI <
wBG for ‘Barbara’, ‘Elaine’, and ‘Goldhill’, respectively (see also Fig. 7). The results
shown in Fig. 10(a) for sample image ‘Barbara’ reveal that by applying the content
specific weights, better performance is obtained in the low SNR regime compared to
using mean weights as shown in Fig. 9. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the
other two examined sample images when using content specific weights as depicted
in Fig. 10(b)-(c) showing a relatively high SSIM index for such low SNR values.
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Figure 8: Performance comparison of error protection schemes for JPEG2000 image
‘Barbara’ with single spatial description coding and single ROI using mean weights.
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Figure 9: Performance comparison of error protection schemes for JPEG2000 image
‘Barbara’ with multiple spatial description coding and single ROI using mean weights.
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(b) Elaine
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(c) Goldhill

Figure 10: Performance comparisons for JPEG2000 sample images using multiple
spatial description coding, single ROI, and content specific weights: (a) wROI ∼
wBG, (b) wROI > wBG, (c) wROI < wBG.
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Figure 11: Performance comparison of error protection schemes for JPEG2000 im-
age ‘Parrots’ with multiple spatial description coding and two ROIs using selected
weigths.

The performance results indicate that content specific weights seem to be particularly
beneficial in the low SNR regime while mean weights may be utilized in the mid to
high SNR regime.

Third, we extend our performance evaluation to the case of multiple spatial de-
scription coding of JPEG2000 image ‘Parrots’ with two ROIs (see Fig. 1). Due to the
unavailability of results from subjective experiments, we have chosen the weights for
the two ROIs and BG as wROI,1 = 0.44, wROI,2 = 0, 33, and wBG = 0.23. As can
be seen from Fig. 11, the proposed UEP scheme accounting for the two ROIs actually
outperforms the optimal UEP without ROI processing.

At low SNR, more errors occur in the codestream compared to the number of er-
rors at high SNR, which increases the number of residual errors in the codestream at
lower SNRs. Let us recall that the codestream is truncated at the occurrence of the
first residual error to avoid the risk of decoder failure. Therefore, the length of the
truncated codestream reduces with decreasing SNR, which in turn reduces the quality
of the reconstructed image or video frame at the receiver. On the other hand, for mul-
tiple description coding, the number of bytes in the two or multiple bitstreams after
independent truncation of each bitstream is always larger on average, compared to
the number of bytes in the single description codestream after truncation. The perfor-
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Figure 12: Performance comparison of error protection schemes for Motion
JPEG2000 video ‘Mobile and Calendar’ with single spatial description coding and
single ROI using mean weights.
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Figure 13: Performance comparison of error protection schemes for Motion
JPEG2000 video ‘Mobile and Calendar’ with multiple spatial description coding and
two ROIs using selected weights.
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mance of the proposed UEP technique improves therefore further at low to medium
SNRs due to the increasing number of descriptions in the codestreams. This behavior
can be observed by comparing the results of Fig. 10 for the codestreams having two
descriptions with those in Fig. 11 for the codestream having three descriptions.

Finally, a performance evaluation for the Motion JPEG2000 video ‘Mobile and
Calendar’ with single ROI and two ROIs is reported as follows. The selection of the
ROIs in Fig. 6(a) and (b) has been performed by the authors and was partly based on
insights gained from an autocorrelation analysis of video dynamics reported in [28].
Specifically, moving objects such as the train in the sample video appear to attract
the attention of human observers. For the case of a single ROI, we have used here
the average weights obtained from the seven sample images (see Fig. 7). However,
for the case of two ROIs, we recall that the authors have selected the weights to be
wROI,1 = 0.44, wROI,2 = 0, 33, and wBG = 0.23.

Fig. 12 depicts the simulation results obtained for the Motion JPEG2000 video
‘Mobile and Calendar’ with single ROI and single spatial description coding. Clearly,
similar conclusions as for the single spatial description encoded JPEG2000 images
can be drawn for this example because it is a succession of images.

Fig. 13 presents the performance obtained for multiple spatial description encoded
Motion JPEG2000 video ‘Mobile and Calendar’ with two ROIs selected in this sce-
nario. Apparently, the results are consistently favorable as with the multiple spatial
description encoded JPEG2000 images. It also validates that the proposed ROI based
UEP technique performs well when more than one ROI have to be protected with
higher priority compared to the background.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a framework for error protection of ROI coded im-
ages and videos. In the first processing step, it splits the codestream associated with
an image or video frame into a number of ROI and BG cells, each containing a cer-
tain number of packets. Subsequently, the overall parity budget available for error
protection is distributed among the ROI and BG cells according to their perceptual
importance. Finally, the parity symbols allocated to a cell are optimally distributed
among the packets of the cell using dynamic programming. In this way, the over-
all computational complexity of the proposed approach can be significantly reduced
compared to the optimal UEP without ROI processing. The performance evaluations
presented for JPEG2000 and Motion JPEG2000 as examples of progressive encod-
ing formats reveal that the proposed UEP approach can achieve similar performance
as optimal UEP without ROI processing and this with significantly reduced computa-
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tional complexity. Especially, for multiple spatial description coding, the performance
of the proposed UEP scheme matches closely to that of the optimal UEP without ROI
processing.
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Real-Time Unequal Error Protection for Wireless Imaging

M. Imran Iqbal and Hans-Jürgen Zepernick

Abstract

In this paper, we propose a new unequal error protection (UEP) scheme for
wireless imaging. Our technique is based on approximating the optimal parity
distribution using offline and online processing. For a given parity budget and
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the offline processing is responsible for obtaining the
optimal parity distribution and an approximation of it using polynomial curve fit-
ting. Subsequently, in the online processing, the obtained polynomial parameters
are used to regenerate the parity distribution curve. Eventually, channel codes are
assigned to the packets of the codestream based on the regenerated parity distri-
bution curve. The complexity of the proposed technique is very low which makes
it suitable for real-time wireless imaging, especially for mobile devices that have
low processing power and operate with very low memory. Despite having very
low complexity, the proposed UEP technique gives still close to optimal perfor-
mance.

1 Introduction

Error protection constitutes a vital part in providing multimedia streaming such as
wireless imaging services to mobile users. A large variety of error control codes is
available to equip multimedia content with error resilience capabilities to the extend
that it can be transmitted over an error-prone wireless channel. The task of optimally
distributing an available parity budget over the packets of a given codestream such that
the quality of the reconstructed image at the receiver is maximized, is a complex and
multidimensional optimization problem. The complexity of the problem arises from
its dependency on many factors including the available parity budget, the channel
conditions, and the rate-distortion characteristics of the image source.
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Several optimal unequal error protection (UEP) techniques have been proposed
in recent years with focus on reducing computational complexity while offering real-
time UEP with optimal or close to optimal performance. A joint source-channel cod-
ing technique has been proposed in [1] which provides an optimal UEP for embedded
bitstreams while preserving the progressive nature of the bitstream. The optimization
is done using dynamic programming where complexity grows exponentially with the
number of packets. The complexity can be reduced to quadratic order by storing all the
intermediate results which in turn increases the memory requirements for computing
the optimal UEP. Although being optimal, the high computational complexity of the
technique limits its application only to non-real time systems and/or to devices having
high processing power. Another optimal UEP technique has been proposed in [2] for
source bitstreams that have monotonically nondecreasing rate-distortion functions. In
particular, two algorithms are proposed for computing the optimal UEP for embed-
ded bitstreams. The first algorithm has a complexity in the order of O(N2L2), where
N is the number of codestream packets and L is the packet length. The complex-
ity is reduced to O(NL2) in the second algorithm by making two assumptions: The
rate-distortion function of the source is convex and the packet loss probability is a
monotonically decreasing function of the number of lost packets. In [3], the com-
plexity of the algorithms of [2] is further reduced to O(NL) but is optimal only for
sources that have convex and monotonically nondecreasing rate-distortion functions.
An algorithm for UEP aiming at packet loss channels is proposed in [4] which claims
to have a complexity in the order of O(NL). The algorithm begins with the rate-
optimal solution and searches for a better solution in the neighborhood of the existing
solution and so on. The procedure is repeated until it arrives at the distortion-optimal
solution. The optimality of the algorithm is limited to sources having nondecreasing
and convex rate-distortion functions. It is also noted that the algorithm may converge
to a local optimum and hence may not arrive at the globally optimal solution.

In the above discussed techniques, the rate-distortion function of the source is
assumed to be known at the time of channel coding. However, the images that are to
be transmitted are usually compressed and the rate-distortion information is usually
not stored in the generated codestream. This leads to the recalculation of the rate-
distortion information at the time of channel coding. Therefore, the actual complexity
of the above discussed techniques increases due to additional processing involved in
obtaining rate-distortion information of the underlying codestream in case when it is
not available.

The main contribution of this paper is a near optimal UEP technique with very low
complexity. The proposed technique is based on approximating the optimal UEP using
polynomial curve fitting. In the first processing step, referred to as offline processing,
the optimal parity distribution is computed using dynamic programming in a similar
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manner as proposed in [1]. The parity distribution curve is then approximated using
first order polynomial curve fitting. In the next processing step, referred to as online
processing, the parity distribution curve is regenerated using the curve parameters that
were obtained in the offline processing. With the help of the parity distribution curve,
the error control codes are finally chosen for the image codestream packets. Excellent
performance and very low complexity of the proposed technique makes it suitable
for real-time services running on small devices with low processing and low memory
resources.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The offline and online pro-
cessing are described in Section 2 and Section 3, respectively. Section 4 contains per-
formance results for the proposed technique as well as equal error protection (EEP)
and the optimal UEP technique of [1]. In addition, the complexity of the proposed
UEP is discussed in this section. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 Offline processing

The offline mode involves all processing that needs to be done once in order to obtain
the fitting curve parameters. For a given parity budget, the optimal parity distribution
is computed followed by approximating it using curve fitting. The approximation is
performed for a wide range of SNR values with curve parameters being obtained for
each of these approximations. In order to derive generalized curve parameters such
that they account for a variety of image contents, the offline processing is conducted
for several images resulting in generalized/averaged parameters. These generalized
parameters are saved and are used by the transmitter in the online processing to apply
the proposed UEP to the image to be transmitted.

2.1 Finding the optimal unequal parity distribution

There exist several optimal techniques such as those proposed in [1], [2] and [4] that
can be used to find the optimal unequal parity distribution for an image codestream
for a given parity budget. We adopted the dynamic programming approach suggested
in [1] as it does not impose any conditions on source rate-distortions function such as
convexity and the relation of the number of packets and packet loss probability.

2.2 Approximation of the optimal parity distribution using polynomial
curve fitting

Let y be the set of M measured data points and ŷ be the estimation of y. In our
problem setting y represents the parity allocated to each packet x. Using J th order
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polynomial curve fitting, the estimated parity allocation ŷ can be expressed as

ŷi =

J∑
j=0

ajx
j
i , i = 1, 2, . . . ,M (1)

We examined first, second and third order polynomials and found very little dif-
ferences in the final results. Therefore, we used first order polynomials to keep the
complexity and number of parameters to be estimated low. Accordingly, (1) simplifies
to

ŷi = a0 + a1xi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M (2)

where a0 and a1 are the y-intercept and slope of the line, respectively.
The error between the optimal and approximated parity allocation at the ith point

of this line is defined as
ei = ŷi − yi (3)

and is used to compute the squared error over all points as

E =
M∑
i=1

e2i =
M∑
i=1

(a0 + a1xi − yi)
2 (4)

The objective of curve fitting is to minimize E over a0 and a1 which can be done
using

∂E
∂a0

= 0 and ∂E
∂a1

= 0 (5)

leading to

2
M∑
i=1

(a0 + a1xi − yi) = 0

2
M∑
i=1

(a0 + a1xi − yi)xi = 0

(6)

After simplification and reordering, the system of linear equations (6) can be written
in vector-matrix notation as

P · a = q (7)

where

P =

 M
M∑
i=1

xi

M∑
i=1

xi
M∑
i=1

x2i

 , a =

[
a0
a1

]
, q =


M∑
i=1

yi

M∑
i=1

xiyi

 (8)
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The solution of (7), i.e. the vector a containing the parameters a0 and a1 of the
fitted curve ŷ, can be obtained from

a = P−1 · q (9)

where only a is needed to produce ŷ.
Figure 1 illustrates the process of curve fitting. The solid line represents the op-

timal parity distribution in number of parity symbols assigned to each packet of the
codestream. The dash-dotted line is the approximation of the optimal parity distribu-
tion obtained using first order polynomial curve fitting. Note that the curve fitting is
done up to the last non-zero value of the optimal parity distribution and then extrapo-
lated to the remaining packets.
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Figure 1: Approximation of the optimal parity distribution using curve fitting.

2.3 Generalizing the fitted curve parameters

Different images may have different sizes and rate-distortion characteristics. As a re-
sult, for the same average code rate, the optimal parity distribution may also differ
among different images. The fitted curve parameters, therefore, need to be obtained
from many different images to deduce a set of average curve fitting parameters with
respect to a wide range of content. For our simulations, we used 10 training images
taken from various online image databases. The curve parameters were averaged over
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all these images to obtain the generalized parameters. The training set includes the
images ‘Bikes’, ‘Monarch’, ‘Buildings’, ‘Parrots’ and ‘Woman’ from the LIVE Qual-
ity Assessment Database [11], ‘Barbara’ and ‘Goldhill’ from the ROI Database [9]
and ‘Lena’, ’Aeroplane’ (the authors own give name) and ‘Boat’ images from the
USC-SIPI Image Database [12]. These images have many different sizes including
512 × 512, 768 × 512 and 480 × 720. The reason of choosing images from differ-
ent databases and of different resolutions is to make our technique more general and
independent of the image size and contents.

3 Online processing

In the online processing, the parity distribution curve is first regenerated for a given
SNR. Then, the appropriate channel codes are assigned to the packets of the image
codestream.

3.1 Generating the parity distribution curve

A reference parity distribution curve is generated using (2). This reference curve is
then stretched or shrunk horizontally by the factor r = N

M , where N is the number of
packets in the image codestream and M is the number of total points in the reference
parity distribution curve. If r < 1, the reference curve will be shrunk by the factor
r, if r > 1, it will be stretched by the factor r, while the curve remains unchanged if
r = 1. This stretching/shrinking is done to obtain a one-to-one mapping between the
curve points and the packets of the codestream to be transmitted.

As the set of channel codes is finite, the number of parity symbols associated with
them constitute a finite set. As a result, only those discrete number of parity symbols
are allowed to be assigned to any packet that belong to this set of possible parities.
On the other hand, the parity distribution curve obtained by curve fitting may allow
arbitrary and fractional parity distributions. Therefore, a modification is needed to the
generated parity distribution curve so that the number of parity symbols assigned to
all the packets belongs to the parity set covered by the channel codes used. For this
purpose, we mapped all of the points of the parity distribution curve to the nearest
possible parity value as illustrated Fig. 2. Finally, the curve is truncated at the point
where the total parity budget assigned to the codestream is finished (see solid line in
Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Regeneration of the parity distribution curve and computing the proposed
UEP.

3.2 Assigning error control codes to packets

Once a valid parity distribution curve is constructed, the channel codes are found
corresponding to the parity values and every packet is assigned the appropriate channel
code from the number of parity symbols assigned to it.

4 Performance Evaluation

Simulations were done to evaluate the performance of the proposed UEP technique. In
the following, we will provide the details about the training and test images, wireless
link model, performance metric, and will discuss the performance results. In addition,
some comments on the complexity of the proposed technique will be provided.

4.1 Training and test images

In the offline processing, we used 10 training images for approximating the optimal
UEP and for training the curve parameters. In the online processing, we also used 10
test images for performance evaluation. All images were given in JPEG2000 format
and were randomly chosen from three different image databases [11], [9], [12]. In
order to examine the performance of the proposed UEP in the training and testing, we
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used two of the training images also for testing. The details of the training images are
given in Section 2.3. For testing, we used the images ‘Sailing’, ‘Womanhat’, ’Carni-
valdolls’, ’Lighthouse’, ’Rapids’, and ’Statue’ from [11], and ‘Bridge’ and ‘Airport’
from [12]. In addition, the images ‘Lena’ and ‘Buildings’ from [11] and [12], respec-
tively, were used for both training and testing.

4.2 Wireless link model

In this paper, we used a Rayleigh fading channel in the presence of additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) as an example of a typical wireless channel model. Reed-
Solomon (RS) codes were chosen for channel coding in order to conserve compatibil-
ity with the JPEG2000 Wireless (JPWL) [14] standard. The RS codes included in the
JPWL standard have a fixed message length of k=32 bytes but offer different code-
word lengths of n=37, 38, 40, 43, 45, 48, 51, 53, 56, 64, 75, 80, 85, 96, 112, 128 bytes
in order to provide different error correction capabilities. The number of parity bytes
associated with these codes are given as 5, 6, 8, 11, 13, 16, 19, 21, 24, 32, 43, 48, 53,
64, 80, 96. For EEP, codeword length n= 40 was used to create a total code rate of
0.8. The same code rate was used in the other examined UEP schemes.

4.3 Performance metrics

The performance evaluation of the proposed UEP technique has been conducted in
terms of the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the structural similarity (SSIM)
index [7]. Although PSNR is known to not always correlate well with human percep-
tion, it is still often used to quantify image fidelity. This is mainly due to the fact that
PSNR is rather simple to compute compared to more advanced quality metrics that
take aspects of the human visual system into account. In order to address the latter,
SSIM is used here as a well-known representative of an objective perceptual qual-
ity metric to assess the proposed UEP technique with stronger correlation to human
perceived quality.

4.4 Performance results

Figure 3 shows the performance results for training image ‘Lena’. As far as PSNR
is concerned, it can be seen from Fig. 3(a) that the proposed UEP technique using
curve fitting outperforms EEP over a wide range of SNR values and almost reaches
the performance of the optimal UEP of [1]. The similar observations can be made for
SSIM as shown in Fig. 3b. Fig. 3b shows also results for the suboptimal UEP tech-
nique proposed in [10] for the case called PT-32. This technique is computationally
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Figure 3: Performance for training image ‘Lena’: (a) PSNR, (b) SSIM index.
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less expensive than the optimal UEP [1] as well, which is achieved by splitting the
entire codestream into K cells and then performing dynamic programming only over
these few cells (here K=32 gives the PT-32 scheme). Clearly, the curve fitting based
UEP technique performs slightly better than PT-32.

Performance results for test image ‘Womanhat’ (not used in training) are presented
in Fig. 4. Similar conclusions as for training image ‘Lena’ can be drawn, with the
proposed UEP being superior to EEP for a wide range of SNR values while almost
reaching the results of optimal UEP for both PSNR and SSIM.

Similar results as for the above two images were also obtained by applying the
examined techniques to other test images as can be seen from Table 1. As such,
the proposed UEP technique may generally be used to provide performance close
to optimal UEP while consuming very little computational complexity in the online
processing.

4.5 Complexity considerations

The computational complexity of the proposed UEP technique and other contempo-
rary UEP techniques can be summarized as follows:

Technique Complexity Technique Complexity

• Proposed O(N) • Optimal [1] O(R2)

• [2] O(NL2) • [3] O(NL)

• [4] O(NL) • [10] O(cK)

where N is the number of codestream packets, L denotes the number of symbols per
packet, c>1 is a real number, the transmission rate R is in number of channel bits per
source symbol, and K is the number of cells when splitting the codestream into cells.
Clearly, the proposed technique provides by far the least complex approach compared
to the other techniques.

In addition, we have also recorded the time it takes for the different techniques
to find channel codes for the packets of a codestreams when simulating in Matlab
(R2007b) on a computer with Intel 2.66GHz dual core processor. The results shown
in Fig. 5 reveal that the complexity of the proposed technique may almost be as low
as for simple EEP.
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Figure 4: Performance for test image ‘Womanhat’: (a) SSIM index, (b) PSNR.
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Table 1: Results for other test images

SNR (dB) SSIM Index PSNR (dB)
EEP Curve fit Opt EEP Curve fit Opt

Buildings

0 0.22 0.22 0.22 12.11 12.11 12.11
8 0.22 0.29 0.31 12.11 15.71 15.77
16 0.23 0.60 0.63 12.77 21.79 21.73
24 0.74 0.80 0.80 25.63 26.79 26.91

Sailing

0 0.64 0.64 0.64 16.55 16.55 16.55
8 0.64 0.68 0.69 16.55 22.46 22.38
16 0.65 0.86 0.86 17.97 32.02 31.57
24 0.92 0.93 0.94 36.88 37.81 37.86

Bridge

0 0.22 0.22 0.22 13.08 13.08 13.08
8 0.22 0.30 0.29 13.08 18.25 18.86
16 0.23 0.60 0.60 14.56 23.92 23.96
24 0.73 0.77 0.78 26.54 27.21 27.23

Airport

0 0.34 0.34 0.34 14.38 14.38 14.38
8 0.34 0.41 0.42 14.38 19.59 19.57
16 0.35 0.70 0.70 15.70 25.82 26.15
24 0.81 0.84 0.83 29.24 30.17 30.27

Carnivaldolls

0 0.45 0.45 0.45 9.77 9.77 9.77
8 0.45 0.56 0.56 9.77 18.05 17.56
16 0.47 0.77 0.76 11.68 26.61 26.74
24 0.88 0.91 0.91 30.55 31.95 31.98

Lighthouse

0 0.49 0.49 0.49 14.43 14.43 14.43
8 0.49 0.55 0.57 14.43 20.96 21.16
16 0.50 0.77 0.76 15.62 27.66 28.45
24 0.84 0.88 0.88 32.07 33.00 33.02

Rapids

0 0.31 0.31 0.31 12.88 12.88 12.88
8 0.31 0.41 0.41 12.88 19.26 19.87
16 0.32 0.67 0.65 14.16 26.05 26.22
24 0.76 0.82 0.82 29.08 30.24 30.23

Statue

0 0.39 0.39 0.39 11.24 11.24 11.24
8 0.39 0.58 0.60 11.24 21.78 22.23
16 0.43 0.80 0.80 13.28 29.93 29.73
24 0.89 0.91 0.91 34.21 35.27 35.34
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Figure 5: Execution time for different techniques for sample image ‘Lena’
(CFmin=proposed technique minimum time; CFmax=proposed technique maximum
time; PT-32=Technique of [10] for K = 32 cells.

5 Conclusions

We have proposed an UEP technique for wireless imaging based on approximating
optimal UEP by curve fitting. In the offline processing, the fitting curve parameters
for a wide range of contents are derived. Given the linear curve fitting, only two pa-
rameters are needed by the transmitter to deduce the UEP for the actual codestream
at hand during the online processing. Accordingly, the computational complexity of
the proposed UEP technique is very low while offering performance close to opti-
mal UEP. The proposed UEP technique may therefore be very beneficial for wireless
imaging systems that have low processing power and/or little memory resources.
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Analysis and Modeling of Optimal Error Protection for
Embedded Codestreams

M. Imran Iqbal and Hans-Jürgen Zepernick

Abstract

Efficient utilization of bandwidth is key to providing mobile multimedia ser-
vices such as wireless imaging. As such, efficient allocation of the available parity
budget for error protection of the associated codestreams is essential for ensuring
quality of service. Computing the optimal parity allocation to the codestream
packets may not be possible in real-time due to the huge number of ways the
parity can be assigned to the codestream packets. This is particularly true for
systems having limited resources, such as mobile handheld devices. As a result,
it is important to provide an error protection scheme that gives good error pro-
tection performance while imposing low computational and memory demands on
the system. In this paper, we therefore, analyze how different parameters such as
signal-to-noise ratio and source distortion-rate function effect the optimal unequal
error protection (UEP) scheme for embedded codestreams. We also propose to
approximate the optimal UEP using suitable mathematical models in order to re-
duce the complexity that otherwise would occur with computing the optimal UEP.
We investigate several models for their fitness in approximating the optimal UEP
using different performance metrics. The simulation results show that most of
these models provide an excellent trade-off between performance and complex-
ity.

1 Introduction

Providing imaging services over error-prone channels with acceptable quality depends
to a large extent on the error control schemes used to detect and correct transmission
errors. These error control schemes, when applied to real-time services, tend to in-
crease the bandwidth required for the delivery of such services. As bandwidth is

133
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expensive and scarce, it warrants an efficient utilization of this increased bandwidth.
This requires obtaining the optimal error protection solution for codestreams for ser-
vices such as wireless imaging.

Finding the optimal error protection for an image codestream in real-time, given
various levels of importance among data packets for image reconstruction, is a com-
plex problem. The complexity arises from the huge number of ways the parity can be
distributed to packets and the dependency of optimal parity allocation on other factors
such as transmission channel. There has been intensive ongoing research focussing on
finding error protection solutions with optimal or close to optimal performance with
reduced complexity.

A joint source-channel coding technique has been proposed by Chande and Far-
vardin [1]. Three objective functions aiming at expected distortions, peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR) and number of correctly decoded bits have been constructed in
terms of error probabilities and qualities/distortions associated to codestream packets.
As such, dynamic programming is used to optimize these objective functions. The
technique achieves the distortion optimal performance at the expense of very high
complexity which limits its application to non real-time services and/or to systems
having high processing power. Two algorithms are proposed by Dumitrescu et al. [2]
for computing the optimal unequal error protection (UEP) for embedded codestreams
by making fixed length channel packets. The first algorithm achieves a complexity in
the order of O(N2L2), where N is the number of codestream packets and L is the
packet length, by assuming that source bitstreams have a monotonically nondecreas-
ing distortion-rate function. In principle, this is a reasonable assumption but in prac-
tice increasing the rate by adding a few more source symbols may render the decoding
impossible if those symbols contain incomplete marker information for the subsequent
bitstream. In this case, the image that had some fidelity at a smaller rate may not even
be openable at this comparatively higher rate. As a result, the assumption of having
a monotonically nondecreasing distortion-rate function may not be valid for all pos-
sible rates. The complexity of the above mentioned algorithm is reduced to the order
of O(NL2) in the second algorithm by making the following two more assumptions.
First, the distortion-rate function of the source is convex and second, the packet loss
probability is a monotonically decreasing function of the number of lost packets.

Another UEP algorithm was proposed by Dumitrescu et al. [3] for single and
multiple codestreams for packet loss channels. The algorithm has lower complex-
ity O(NL) compared to the earlier algorithms of Dumitrescu et al. [2] but it is opti-
mal only for sources having convex and monotonically nondecreasing distortion-rate
functions. An algorithm for UEP aiming at packet erasure channels was proposed by
Stanković et al. [4] which claims to have a complexity of the order of O(NL) for
small and medium sized packets. The algorithm begins with the rate-optimal solu-
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tion and searches for a better solution in the neighborhood of the existing solution
and so on. The procedure is repeated until it arrives at the distortion-optimal solu-
tion. The optimality of the algorithm is limited to sources having nondecreasing and
convex distortion-rate functions. It is also noted that the algorithm may converge to
a local optimum and may not provide a globally optimal UEP. Further, the complex-
ity of the algorithm may increase for large packet sizes. A more detailed review on
error protection for image/video codestreams can be found in the work of Iqbal and
Zepernick [5].

This work is partially motivated by our previous paper [6] in which we show that
a simple polynomial curve fitting based technique is very robust and provides close
to optimal performance. The interested reader may also be referred to our paper [6]
for the benefits of the proposed approach over other contemporary UEP techniques.
In this paper, we can therefore concentrate on an in-depth analysis on how different
parameters, such as code rate and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) shape the optimal par-
ity allocation for the embedded codestreams. As such, many different mathematical
models are applied to capture the characteristics of these parameters that influence the
optimal parity allocation. The motivation behind the complete mathematical model-
ing of the search problem at hand is that mathematical modeling transforms the search
problem into an analytical problem which can be solved without involving any search
in the solution space. As a result, an efficient error protection solution can be obtained
instantly which may be very useful in real-time services.

Many different models are used here for approximating the optimal UEP and are
investigated for their fitness in providing an error protection solution in the following
ways. First, the fitness of these models with regard to the optimal UEP curve has been
analyzed in terms of different error metrics such as root mean square error (RMSE).
Second, these models are analyzed in terms of their parity allocation to different pack-
ets of an embedded codestream, compared to the optimal parity allocation. Third, a
wireless imaging system is simulated and these error protection models are investi-
gated for their performance in terms of quality of received images. In order to keep
quality assessment of the received images better correlated with human perception, we
have used the structural similarity (SSIM) index [7] as quality measure. The results
show that the proposed UEP scheme based on a suitable model provides an excellent
trade-off between performance and complexity.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyses the optimal
parity allocation to embedded codestreams and different parameters that effect the
optimal allocation solution. Different mathematical models are discussed in Section
3 that can be used to approximate the optimal parity allocation. The basic steps for
relating mathematical models to error control codes for embedded codestreams are
also described. Section 4 contains performance comparisons of different models in
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terms of different performance metrics with respect to the optimal UEP technique.
Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 Optimal Unequal Error Protection

There are many ways to assign the available parity to the codestream packets. Equal
error protection (EEP) is very simple but it ignores the different levels of importance
of different parts of codestream data. For instance, in visual services like wireless
imaging, these levels could be decided on the effect of different parts of the image
codestream on the reconstructed image quality. As such, efficient utilization of the
available parity budget with respect to the importance of different parts of an embed-
ded codestream may help improving the quality of these services.

Clearly, optimal allocation of the available parity budget to different parts of the
bitstream is a challenging problem. By optimal parity allocation, we refer to the par-
ity allocation among the codestream packets which provides the optimal quality of the
reconstructed image at the receiver in terms of an objective quality metric such as the
SSIM index. The complexity of finding the optimal parity allocation emerges from
its dependency on various factors including the total parity budget or the available
bandwidth, the error correction capabilities of the used channel codes, and channel
conditions. Moreover, the distortion-rate characteristics of the image source may also
alter the optimal parity allocation. Apart from that, the transmission channel may be
continuously changing if subscribers are mobile. Therefore, an optimal parity distri-
bution solution computed once may not be optimal for the transmissions to be made
later on. As a result, a wireless imaging system has to recompute the optimal parity
allocation for the transmission of every image in order to ensure the optimality of the
parity allocation.

In this paper, we analyze the optimal error protection or optimal parity allocation
by considering it as parity allocation curve. Based on this analysis, we propose an
analytical approach for approximating the optimal parity allocation.

The formulation for the optimal parity allocation can be found, for example, in the
work by Chande and Farvardin [1]. As mentioned above, there are several parameters
that shape the optimal allocation of the parity budget. In the following, we will discuss
these parameters and illustrate how they effect the optimal parity allocation.

2.1 Distortion-rate Characteristics of the Image Source

Distortion-rate is a characteristic of an image source which represents the relationship
between bit rate and the related amount of distortions in the decoded image. Bit rate
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in terms of bits per pixel (bpp), up to the first i packets of the codestream, can me
computed as

Rb =
i · S
P

(1)

where S is the packet size in number of bits and P denotes the total number of pixels
in the image. Alternatively, distortion-rate function shows how the image distortions
reduce by increasing the bit rate. Fig. 1 is a typical example of distortion-rate charac-
teristics taken from the well-known sample image Lena given in JPEG2000 format. It
is clear from the figure that at a low bit rate, which corresponds to the first few pack-
ets of the codestream, a small increase in bit rate reduces the distortions rapidly. On
the other hand, at higher bit rates, the improvement in distortions obtained by further
increasing the bit rate becomes insignificant. Therefore, after a certain point, a further
increase in bit rate may not be beneficial. It should be noted that the other images used
in this paper have distortion-rate functions similar to the one shown in Fig. 1. Mod-
ern image encoders, including JPEG2000, aim at generating codestreams with convex
distortion-rate function [8], which is usually desirable in image coding systems.

Similarly, in the context of embedded codestreams, packets at the beginning of a
codestream have typically more importance for the quality of the reconstructed image
compared to the later tail packets that have little contribution. The optimal UEP pro-
vides a reflection of this fact by allocating more parity symbols to the packets at the
beginning of the codestream compared to those that come later (see Figs. 2-3).

2.2 Channel Model and Signal-to-Noise Ratio

In this paper, we consider an uncorrelated Rayleigh flat fading channel in the pres-
ence of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). This channel model can easily be
included into a simple wireless link model and will enable us to produce a wide range
of transmission conditions with associated error pattern by varying the SNR.

At low SNR, i.e. unfavorable transmission conditions, the optimal UEP allocates
all the parity budget to the most important packets that come at the beginning of the
codestream while no or little protection is provided to the subsequent packets. As
SNR increases, the parity allocation among packets tends to become more uniform
and eventually, at some high value of SNR, the parity allocation curve becomes almost
flat indicating equal parity allocation among all packets. This characteristic of optimal
UEP is illustrated in Fig. 2 where optimal parity allocation to different packets of the
codestream is plotted for various values of SNR for the sample image Lena. This trend
is observed to be consistent in all the images used in this paper for modeling called
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Figure 1: Distortion-rate curve for sample image Lena given in JPEG2000 format.

training images and those that were used for performance evaluation of these models
called test images.

2.3 Total Code Rate

For a block code, the code rate is defined as the ratio of the information message length
k and the codeword length n. When a codestream is to be protected which has many
packets, a set of available error control codes may also be used for a better overall
performance. Since these different codes may have different individual code rates,
there is a need to define a quantity that indicates the amount of redundancy introduced
to the codestream. For this purpose, let us define the total code rate (TCR) as

TCR , K

N

=
K

K +B

(2)

where K and N are the codestream lengths before and after channel coding, respec-
tively, whileB is the total parity added to the codestream as a result of channel coding.
How the optimal parity allocation varies with changing TCR is shown in Fig. 3 for the
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Figure 2: Effect of SNR on the optimal parity allocation for sample image Lena
(TCR = 0.8).

example of sample image Lena at a given SNR of 20 dB. It can be seen from the fig-
ure that changing the TCR basically scales only the parity allocation curve. A similar
effect of changing TCR on the parity allocation curve was observed for all the training
and test images considered in this paper.

2.4 Error Control Codes and Their Error Correction Capabilities

Block codes are considered here for the analysis, modeling and evaluation of the op-
timal parity allocation. In particular, we have considered a set of shortened Reed-
Solomon (RS) codes with fixed message length k=32 and different codeword lengths
n ∈ {37, 38, 40, 43, 45, 48, 51, 53, 56, 64, 75, 80, 85, 96, 112, 128}, as suggested in
the recent extension of the JPEG2000 image standard named JPEG2000 Wireless
(JPWL) [14]. The symbol error correction capability of an (n, k)RS code is given
as t = (n − k)/2. Choosing any other channel codes may yield different results but
the authors would expect simply a reshaping of optimal parity allocation similar to
the one obtained by varying SNR. An increase in SNR reduces the number of residual
errors in the codestream so does the increase in error correction capabilities of the
channel codes.
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Figure 3: Effect of TCR on the optimal parity allocation for sample image Lena
(SNR = 20 dB).

3 Modeling of Optimal Parity Allocation

We have conducted extensive simulations revealing that the optimal parity allocation
progresses similarly for all considered training images, for both JPEG and JPEG2000
image formats, and any set of TCR and SNR values. Further, the impact of changing
TCR and SNR on the progression of parity allocation over the codestream packets
were also similar for all considered training images. These observations motivated
us to average the optimal UEP over all training images to produce a single function
of parity allocation to codestream packets subject to given TCR and SNR values.
A benefit of such an approach is the significant saving of computational load that
would otherwise be needed to obtain the optimal UEP prior to each image transmis-
sion. However, communicating the parameters of the particular codes used to encode
each packet of the codestream for a given TCR and SNR to the receiver can result
in large overhead to be transmitted. In order to reduce this overhead, we propose to
use a mathematical model in terms of a suitable analytical function that preferably fits
closely with the average optimal UEP. In this way, only a few parameters associated
with the chosen model need to be communicated to the receiver instead of transmitting
a long list of codes used to protect each packet of the codestream. In the following
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sections, we describe the different steps involved in the mathematical modeling of the
average optimal UEP for embedded codestreams.

3.1 Derivation of the Average Optimal UEP

Let B∗
i denote the optimal parity allocation for the ith image for a given pair of SNR

and TCR values. In order to obtain the average optimal UEP for subsequent mathemat-
ical modeling, we need to combine the parity allocation progression over codestream
packets for a variety of training images. However, the codestreams of the underly-
ing images may have different number of packets and hence cause the optimal parity
allocation to span over different intervals for different images. In order to facilitate
the desired averaging of optimal UEP over a set of I different training images, the
following scaling with respect to the abscissa is suggested:

B′
i(m) = B∗

i (round(m/α)) , m ∈ 1, 2, . . . ,M (3)

whereM denotes the average number of packets per codestream, operator round(m/α)
represents the nearest integer to m/α with

α =
M

Mi
, i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , I (4)

and Mi is the total number of packets in the codestream of the ith image. The opera-
tion (3) will ensure that the optimal parity allocation of the different images progresses
over a common abscissa interval of M packets such that averaging can be performed.

For a given pair of SNR and TCR values, we can now obtain the average optimal
UEP as the arithmetic mean over the scaled optimal UEPs of the different codestreams
as

B′(m) =
1

I

I∑
i=1

B′
i(m), m ∈ 1, 2, . . . ,M. (5)

3.2 Mathematical Modeling

The available parity budget for error protection of embedded codestreams is usually
limited due to bandwidth or delay constraints. This limited parity may not be enough
to apply strong error protection to all of the codestream packets. It is recalled that the
optimal UEP utilizes this limited parity budget to protect the codestream packets in
the order of their importance for the quality of the reconstructed image, which may
render the least important packets unprotected. In addition, it has also been observed
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that if a packet is assigned no parity in the optimal parity allocation, it is highly likely
that all the subsequent packets in the codestream are also not assigned any parity
symbols. Therefore, in such cases, the optimal parity allocation B′(m) exhibits flat
tails representing zero parity allocation towards the ending packets of the codestreams.
These flat tails can be observed in the optimal parity allocations shown in Figs. 2–3.
These tails of the average optimal UEP can simply be removed from the modeling as
they only represent zero parity allocation. This, in turn, will improve the accuracy of
the considered mathematical models in approximating the rest and meaningful part
as the number of points representing insignificant tails are removed. Therefore, we
truncate the average optimal UEP by removing such flat tails of zero parity as follows:

B(m) = B′(m), m ∈ 1, 2, . . . ,M (6)

where M is the smallest number for which the following condition holds:

B′(m) = 0, for m > M (7)

M < M (8)

If (7) and (8) are not simultaneously met by any number M , then M = M meaning
no truncation.

Once B(m), m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} is known, a mathematical model in terms of
a suitable function shall be selected such that it approximates the truncated average
optimal UEP with minimum error of some sort. For this purpose, let B̂m denote an
estimation of B(m) for m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}. Table 1 shows the mathematical models
B̂m that turned out to fit well with the truncated average optimal UEP B(m). In
particular, satisfactory fit was obtained for a given class of mathematical model up to
a certain order J and L. In addition, the number of parameters that would need to be
send from the transmitter to the receiver in a communication context are also listed
in the table. These favorably performing mathematical models were further examined
for different TCR and SNR values in order to obtain insights on the impact of such
variations on the fitness of different models (see Section 3.3). For the example of
TCR = 0.8 and SNR = 16 dB, Fig. 4 shows the fits of the considered models
(dashed, dash-dotted, dotted lines) with respect to the truncated average optimal UEP
(solid line).

3.3 Relating Mathematical Models to Error Control Codes

Given a particular mathematical model, its defining parameters may be calculated
offline for a set of training images. Once these parameters are obtained, the mathe-
matical model of the average optimal UEP is completely defined and can be used to
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(c) Fourier series models
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Figure 4: Mathematical models for the average optimal UEP (TCR = 0.8, SNR =
16 dB).

specify the parity allocation for the underlying embedded codestream. In particular,
for a given set of TCR and SNR values, the following steps are suggested to relate
a mathematical model to error control codes for protecting the different packets of a
codestream:

1. Generate the parity allocation progression over the packets of the image code-
stream using the chosen mathematical model of the average optimal UEP.

2. Scale the obtained analytical function with respect to the abscissa such that the
value space fits the number of packets of the codestream to be transmitted.
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(f) Rational models
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Figure 4: Mathematical models for the average optimal UEP (TCR = 0.8, SNR =
16 dB).

3. Calculate the parity allocation B̂m for all m = 1, 2, . . . ,M . Note that for a
given class of error control codes, only certain values of parity allocations are
allowed to be assigned to any packet. Accordingly, the specific parity allocation
produced by B̂m for a given m needs to be mapped to a value that is allowed
by the selected class of error control codes.

4. Obtain the error control codes based on the parity symbols allocated to each
packet of the codestream.
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4 Performance Evaluation

The performance of different models in approximating the optimal UEP is examined
in this section using the following three different approaches:

• Goodness of fit: Constitutes a rather direct measure which quantifies how good
a given mathematical model approximates the average optimal UEP.

• Parity distribution error: Compares the parity distribution produced by the
different mathematical models with that defined by the optimal UEP for a par-
ticular image.

• Error protection performance: Evaluates the performance of a UEP tech-
nique associated with a given mathematical model in terms of the quality ob-
tained for a reconstructed image at the receiver.

We used 10 training images for deriving the average optimal UEP and comput-
ing the parameters for the different mathematical models. Another 10 test images
were selected for performance evaluation of these different models. All these im-
ages were taken from three publicly available databases: The LIVE Quality Assess-
ment Database [11], the USC-SIPI Image Database [12] and our Region of Interest
Database [13]. The chosen images have different sizes including 512 × 512 pixels,
768 × 512 pixels and 1024 × 1024 pixels, and represent a wide range of different
scenes including faces, buildings and different landscapes. Specifically, the chosen
training and test images are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.

An uncorrelated Rayleigh flat fading channel in the presence of AWGN was used
as a simple but yet efficient model of a wireless imaging scenario. In particular, the
related simulation environment enabled us to easily control the SNR over a wide range
and to produce different levels of transmission impairments. In the following, we
first present the numerical results obtained for each of the three approaches and then
discuss several common findings. In order to keep the number of presented figures
within limits, we graphically illustrate performance only for a selected pair of TCR
and SNR values. Instead, we refer to the Tables 2–3 for numerical results over a
wide range of TCR and SNR values. Similarly, it should be mentioned that most of
the results shown in the figures are for images encoded in JPEG2000 format while
numerical results for both JPEG2000 and JPEG are contained in the aforementioned
tables for brevity.
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Figure 5: Set of training images used to estimate model parameters.

4.1 Goodness of Fit

In the considered context, goodness of fit (GOF) is used to quantify the fit between the
different mathematical models for parity allocation with the average optimal UEP. For
this purpose, we calculate the root mean square error (RMSE) using the MATLAB
[15] curve fitting tool box (cftool).

Fig. 7 shows the results obtained for TCR = 0.9 and SNR = 8, 16, and 24 dB.
As can be clearly seen from the figure, polynomial model of order J = 3 (poly3),
Fourier model with J = 2, 3 (fourier2, fourier3), Gaussian model with J = 3
(gauss3), sum of sines model with J = 2, 3 (sin2, sin3), exponential model with
J = 2 (exp2), and power model with three parameters (power2) give very similar per-
formance and are among the best models. On the other hand, rational model, power
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Figure 6: Set of test images used to evaluate the performance of different models in
approximating the optimal UEP.

model with two parameters (power1) and logarithmic model are among the worst in
approximating the average optimal UEP. Additionally, the GOF of all investigated
mathematical models improves with increasing SNR except rational model (rat12)
which slightly degrades as SNR changes from 16dB to 24dB.

4.2 Parity Distribution Error

The term parity distribution error (PDE) refers here to the difference between the
optimal parity distribution over the packets of a particular codestream and the par-
ity distribution defined by the mathematical model representing the average optimal
distribution over all training images. In this way, errors introduced by the different
processing steps such as scaling and mapping as discussed in Section 3.3 are included
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(c) SNR=24 dB

Figure 7: Goodness of fit of different mathematical models for TCR = 0.9.
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in the performance evaluation. Again, the RMSE is used in the sequel to quantify
the PDE which has been calculated for the example of TCR = 0.9 and different
SNR values. For brevity, results are shown for sample images Rapids and Man while
similar observation were obtained for the other test images.

Figs. 8(a),(c) and (e) depict the PDE for the different classes of considered math-
ematical models obtained for sample image Rapids while Figs. 8(b),
(d) and (f) show the corresponding results obtained for sample image Man. It can be
seen from Fig. 8 that the results obtained for both images are very similar for all SNR
values which is also true for other test images.

The results presented in Figs. 7 and 8 confirm that the mathematical models that
perform well with respect to GOF are also among the best with respect to PDE. In
some cases such as the model poly1, the performance in PDE is even better then in
GOF. This is thought to be due to the mapping of parities to the nearest valid value for
a given class of error control codes (see Section 3.3) which may correct some of the
errors caused by the processing involved in the approximation of the average optimal
UEP.

4.3 Error Protection Performance

Both GOF and PDE provide insights into the effectiveness of the proposed method of
designing error protection for embedded codestreams using mathematical modeling.
However, it is also beneficial to put the proposed method on trial in an actual scenario
where it is intended to be used, for instance, wireless imaging. We have, therefore,
simulated a wireless imaging scenario using a Rayleigh flat fading channel subjected
to AWGN. For any given SNR and TCR, the codestreams associated to the set of test
images are protected as suggested by the different mathematical models (see Section
3.3) and are then passed through the fading channel. At the receiver, channel decoding
is performed to the received codestreams and the quality of the reconstructed image
in terms of the SSIM index is computed. In order to obtain statistically meaningful
results, the aforementioned procedure was repeated R = 100 times to produce the
related SSIM index, SSIMr, r = 1, 2, . . . , 100. In addition, the average quality ob-
tained by the optimal UEP afterR repetitions was also computed and shall be denoted
as SSIMO. The quality degradation of the rth reconstructed image with mathemati-
cal modeling compared to optimal UEP, can then be computed for every model and a
given set of TCR and SNR values as

RMSESSIM =

√√√√ 1

R

R∑
r=1

(
SSIMO − SSIMr

)2
(9)
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(c) SNR=16 dB
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(f) SNR=24 dB

Figure 8: Parity distribution error of different models for TCR = 0.9 for sample
images Rapids (left column) and Man (right column).
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Figs. 9–11 provide performance comparisons of different mathematical models
when used in the context of the sample images given in JPEG2000 format. In particu-
lar, the left column in these figures presents the results obtained for test image Rapids
while the right column shows the results obtained for test image Man. The results also
reveal, by way of the given example, if there are differences with respect to different
resolutions as sample image Rapids is give in size 768 × 512 pixels while sample
image Man is given in size 1024× 1024 pixels.

Specifically, it can be seen from Fig. 9 that most of the examined models perform
equally well for SNR = 8 dB with a slight degradation at TCR = 0.8 compared
to TCR = 0.7 and 0.9. In contrast, for SNR = 16 dB, performance can differ
considerably among different models as shown in Fig. 10. Although RMSESSIM
values are rather small for most of the models and considered TCR settings, the
performance of the rational models rat12 (J = 1, L = 2) and rat21 (J = 2, L = 1)
can significantly deteriorate with TCR value. Similar observations can be obtained
for the high SNR regime with SNR = 24 dB as shown in Fig. 11. Some of the
mathematical models perform even close to optimal UEP while rat12 and rat21 seem
to have difficulties to provide sufficient error protection. In addition, the Gaussian
model gauss3 (J = 3) shows poor performance for TCR = 0.7 at SNR = 24
dB. It is clear from Figs. 9–11 that almost all the considered models give similar
performance for both test images Rapids and Man. It should be mentioned that similar
findings were obtained for the other test images.

The results shown in Figs. 9–11 indicate that the performance of most of the math-
ematical models in terms of RMSESSIM is worse at SNR = 16 dB compared to
SNR = 8 dB. However, it should be noted that RMSE quantifies the difference be-
tween the quality of the reconstructed image with optimal UEP and the quality ob-
tained when UEP is defined by a mathematical model. On the other hand, the ab-
solute reconstructed image quality in terms of the SSIM value improves in general
with increasing SNR for the considered test images. The example given in Fig. 12
for Fourier model fourier1 (J = 1) illustrates this behavior of obtaining improved
performance with increased SNR.

The error protection performance averaged over all test images in terms of
RMSESSIM and variances σ2

ERR are depicted in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively, for
the sample images given in JPEG2000 and JPEG image. It can be observed from
these figures that all the models work equally well with very low RMSE in the order
of 10−2 and very low variance in the order of 10−3. Again, the Gaussian model with
order J = 3, rational model with J = 1, L = 2 and rational model with J = 2, L = 1
are not as suitable for defining UEP as the other mathematical models.

Detailed results for all test images given in JPEG2000 and JPEG format are pro-
vided in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Clearly, the performance trends are generally the
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(f) TCR = 0.7

Figure 9: Performance of different models for sample images Rapids (left column),
and Man (right column) for SNR = 8 dB at different TCR.
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(f) TCR = 0.7

Figure 10: Performance of different models for sample images Rapids (left column),
and Man (right column) for SNR = 16 dB at different TCR.
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(f) TCR = 0.7

Figure 11: Performance of different models for sample images Rapids (left column),
and Man (right column) for SNR = 24 dB at different TCR.
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Figure 12: Performance progression with SNR for optimal UEP and UEP based on
Fourier model fourier1 (J = 1) for test image Man at TCR = 0.7.

same for both image formats. For instance, most of the mathematical models provide
closer to optimal performance at low and high SNR compared to their performance at
medium SNR. Further, most of the models perform slightly better for JPEG images
on the average compered to their performance for JPEG2000 images.

4.4 Discussion

In the following, we will discuss some generic findings deduced from the set of com-
prehensive results. Specifically, it can be seen from Tables 2 and 3 that for fixed SNR,
the TCR value has rather little impact on the RSME for all considered models while
varying SNR for fixed TCR has larger effect on performance. In order to explain
this different behavior, it is noted that varying TCR for fixed SNR mainly influences
the optimal parity allocation in terms of horizontal and vertical scaling as can be ob-
served from Fig. 3. Therefore, it is highly likely that a model gives very similar curve
fitting performance for the scaled versions of the optimal parity allocation compared
to the original parity progression. As a result, the performance of a given mathemat-
ical model is less sensitive to changes in the TCR value. On the other hand, varying
SNR for fixed TCR has larger impact on the optimal parity allocation as it changes
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Figure 13: Overall performance of different models in terms of RMSE: (a) JPEG2000,
(b) JPEG.
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Figure 14: Error variance in the overall performance of different models: (a)
JPEG2000, (b) JPEG.
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Table 2: Error protection performance of different models in terms of RMSE in the
reconstructed image quality for JPEG2000 image format.

Model SNR TCR
σ2

ERR(dB) 0.9 0.8 0.7 All
poly1 8 0.030 0.055 0.037 0.041

0.00316 0.042 0.079 0.087 0.069
24 0.056 0.037 0.029 0.041
All 0.043 0.057 0.051 0.050

poly2 8 0.026 0.068 0.047 0.047

0.00416 0.060 0.100 0.100 0.087
24 0.056 0.033 0.048 0.046
All 0.047 0.067 0.065 0.060

poly3 8 0.034 0.059 0.042 0.045

0.00216 0.042 0.077 0.073 0.064
24 0.057 0.033 0.028 0.039
All 0.044 0.056 0.048 0.050

fourier1 8 0.027 0.069 0.049 0.048

0.00516 0.061 0.134 0.129 0.108
24 0.052 0.032 0.040 0.041
All 0.047 0.078 0.073 0.066

fourier2 8 0.027 0.060 0.040 0.043

0.00316 0.047 0.125 0.073 0.082
24 0.051 0.020 0.040 0.037
All 0.042 0.068 0.051 0.054

fourier3 8 0.027 0.055 0.041 0.041

0.00316 0.036 0.080 0.081 0.065
24 0.063 0.030 0.051 0.048
All 0.042 0.055 0.058 0.052

gauss1 8 0.027 0.069 0.047 0.048

0.00316 0.057 0.102 0.074 0.078
24 0.056 0.026 0.047 0.043
All 0.047 0.066 0.056 0.056

gauss2 8 0.032 0.068 0.050 0.050

0.00316 0.045 0.072 0.074 0.064
24 0.056 0.029 0.029 0.038
All 0.044 0.056 0.051 0.050
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Table 2: Continued.

Model SNR TCR
σ2

ERR(dB) 0.9 0.8 0.7 All
gauss3 8 0.029 0.056 0.039 0.041

0.01716 0.044 0.079 0.074 0.066
24 0.052 0.032 0.438 0.174
All 0.042 0.056 0.184 0.094

sin1 8 0.026 0.070 0.050 0.049

0.00316 0.063 0.092 0.076 0.077
24 0.063 0.031 0.047 0.047
All 0.051 0.064 0.058 0.058

sin2 8 0.030 0.059 0.042 0.044

0.00316 0.044 0.078 0.082 0.068
24 0.064 0.024 0.044 0.044
All 0.046 0.053 0.056 0.052

sin3 8 0.028 0.053 0.038 0.039

0.00316 0.040 0.078 0.083 0.067
24 0.045 0.037 0.051 0.044
All 0.038 0.056 0.057 0.050

exp1 8 0.028 0.056 0.041 0.042

0.00216 0.049 0.079 0.069 0.066
24 0.065 0.032 0.033 0.043
All 0.047 0.056 0.048 0.050

exp2 8 0.030 0.058 0.040 0.043

0.00316 0.062 0.093 0.077 0.077
24 0.056 0.031 0.039 0.042
All 0.049 0.061 0.052 0.054

power1 8 0.041 0.061 0.040 0.047

0.00316 0.052 0.085 0.083 0.073
24 0.050 0.029 0.040 0.040
All 0.048 0.058 0.054 0.054

power2 8 0.026 0.056 0.041 0.041

0.00316 0.039 0.105 0.106 0.083
24 0.057 0.022 0.037 0.039
All 0.041 0.061 0.061 0.054
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Table 2: Continued.

Model SNR TCR
σ2

ERR(dB) 0.9 0.8 0.7 All
log 8 0.038 0.060 0.041 0.046

0.00316 0.050 0.084 0.078 0.071
24 0.054 0.036 0.037 0.042
All 0.047 0.060 0.052 0.053

rat11 8 0.029 0.114 0.050 0.064

0.00316 0.041 0.076 0.070 0.062
24 0.063 0.023 0.029 0.038
All 0.044 0.071 0.050 0.055

rat12 8 0.027 0.062 0.055 0.048

0.03016 0.052 0.322 0.332 0.235
24 0.318 0.309 0.370 0.332
All 0.132 0.231 0.252 0.205

rat21 8 0.031 0.057 0.041 0.043

0.01416 0.276 0.257 0.069 0.201
24 0.164 0.031 0.034 0.076
All 0.157 0.115 0.048 0.107

the shape of parity progression as can be seen from Fig. 2. As a consequence, consid-
erable differences in performance of the mathematical models in approximating the
optimal parity allocation may be observed for different SNR values.

Another interesting observation from Fig. 8 is the trend that the parity distribution
error for most of the mathematical models decreases with increasing SNR. On the
other hand, the results in Figs. 9–11 and Tables 2–3 suggest that the performance
of most of the mathematical models in terms of RMSE is inferior for medium SNR
(16 dB) compared to low SNR (8 dB) and high SNR (24 dB). The different behavior
of parity distribution error and RMSESSIM with respect to increasing SNR can be
explained as follows.

Fig. 15 shows the quality progression in terms of SSIM index with number of
packets of the codestream for sample image Lena. It can be seen from the figure that
there is a rapid increase of the quality in the beginning while the quality increases very
slowly for the ending packets, signifying the importance of the packets in the begin-
ning of the codestream. In particular, the first 40 packets contribute more that 75%
to the reconstructed image quality. Similar observations were also made for other
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Table 3: Error protection performance of different models in terms of RMSE in the
reconstructed image quality for JPEG image format.

Model SNR TCR
σ2

ERR(dB) 0.9 0.8 0.7 All
poly1 8 0.018 0.026 0.022 0.022

0.00216 0.037 0.073 0.093 0.068
24 0.054 0.030 0.037 0.040
All 0.037 0.043 0.051 0.043

poly2 8 0.024 0.021 0.022 0.022

0.00516 0.043 0.124 0.169 0.112
24 0.095 0.036 0.038 0.056
All 0.054 0.060 0.076 0.063

poly3 8 0.022 0.025 0.026 0.024

0.00216 0.038 0.076 0.100 0.071
24 0.040 0.026 0.033 0.033
All 0.033 0.042 0.053 0.043

fourier1 8 0.021 0.023 0.024 0.023

0.00516 0.050 0.134 0.166 0.117
24 0.080 0.027 0.034 0.047
All 0.050 0.061 0.075 0.062

fourier2 8 0.020 0.028 0.020 0.023

0.00316 0.032 0.080 0.113 0.075
24 0.045 0.033 0.040 0.039
All 0.032 0.047 0.058 0.046

fourier3 8 0.022 0.025 0.020 0.022

0.00316 0.032 0.085 0.112 0.076
24 0.056 0.029 0.034 0.039
All 0.037 0.046 0.056 0.046

gauss1 8 0.022 0.027 0.027 0.025

0.00616 0.060 0.133 0.169 0.121
24 0.094 0.037 0.047 0.059
All 0.059 0.065 0.081 0.068

gauss2 8 0.019 0.024 0.023 0.022

0.00516 0.033 0.132 0.166 0.110
24 0.090 0.025 0.036 0.050
All 0.047 0.060 0.075 0.061
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Table 3: Continued.

Model SNR TCR
σ2

ERR(dB) 0.9 0.8 0.7 All
gauss3 8 0.020 0.024 0.022 0.022

0.00316 0.033 0.077 0.115 0.075
24 0.048 0.030 0.042 0.040
All 0.034 0.044 0.060 0.046

sin1 8 0.024 0.022 0.022 0.023

0.00616 0.052 0.133 0.168 0.118
24 0.090 0.021 0.040 0.050
All 0.055 0.059 0.077 0.064

sin2 8 0.019 0.025 0.023 0.022

0.00316 0.037 0.079 0.123 0.079
24 0.053 0.019 0.046 0.039
All 0.036 0.041 0.064 0.047

sin3 8 0.020 0.025 0.022 0.022

0.00216 0.025 0.083 0.109 0.072
24 0.050 0.034 0.033 0.039
All 0.032 0.047 0.055 0.044

exp1 8 0.019 0.025 0.023 0.022

0.00216 0.045 0.078 0.101 0.075
24 0.065 0.027 0.037 0.043
All 0.043 0.044 0.054 0.047

exp2 8 0.025 0.027 0.023 0.025

0.00316 0.034 0.081 0.111 0.075
24 0.045 0.033 0.035 0.038
All 0.035 0.047 0.056 0.046

power1 8 0.024 0.032 0.024 0.026

0.00316 0.066 0.100 0.109 0.092
24 0.092 0.029 0.029 0.050
All 0.061 0.054 0.054 0.056

power2 8 0.026 0.023 0.022 0.023

0.00216 0.034 0.080 0.106 0.073
24 0.036 0.035 0.039 0.037
All 0.032 0.046 0.056 0.044
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Table 3: Continued.

Model SNR TCR
σ2

ERR(dB) 0.9 0.8 0.7 All
log 8 0.021 0.028 0.022 0.024

0.00316 0.062 0.099 0.107 0.089
24 0.081 0.021 0.034 0.045
All 0.055 0.049 0.054 0.053

rat11 8 0.034 0.046 0.032 0.037

0.00216 0.043 0.076 0.090 0.070
24 0.056 0.031 0.047 0.045
All 0.044 0.051 0.056 0.051

rat12 8 0.024 0.027 0.022 0.024

0.01316 0.068 0.231 0.186 0.162
24 0.087 0.033 0.255 0.125
All 0.060 0.097 0.155 0.104

rat21 8 0.016 0.025 0.023 0.022

0.00216 0.045 0.077 0.094 0.072
24 0.064 0.028 0.035 0.042
All 0.042 0.043 0.050 0.045

training and test images. In addition it should be mentioned that for progressively
encoded bitstreams the presence of residual errors in any of the packets will likely
cause the succeeding packets not being decodable due to loss of decoder synchroniza-
tion. Clearly, this gives the packets at the beginning of an embedded codestream more
importance compared to packets towards the end of the codestream. In other words,
an undecodable packet may have different impact on the quality of the reconstructed
image depending on its position in the codestream. Similarly, a difference in parity
allocation to the packets at the beginning of a codestream may affect the quality of the
reconstructed image more as compared to the same parity allocation difference in the
packets towards the end of the codestream. This may sometimes not be captured by
the mean-squared parity distribution when computed for an entire codestream but bet-
ter reflected by RMSESSIM with its relationship to human perception as quantified
by the SSIM index.

Based on the results presented above, we suggest the use of polynomial model for
J = 1 or exponential model J = 1 because both of them provide an excellent overall
performance. Further, both of these models need only two parameters to construct
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Figure 15: Quality progression with number of decoded packets.

the respective error protection schemes. All other models that perform equally well or
slightly better need more than 2 parameters for generating the error protection scheme.

4.5 Complexity Considerations

The proposed approach of designing and utilizing an UEP scheme can be split into the
following two distinct phases. The first phase comprises all the processing steps that
are required to approximate the optimal UEP by a selected mathematical model and
finding the parameters of the model (see Section 3). The second phase involves all
the steps for obtaining the error control codes for the packets of the codestream given
the model parameters from the first phase (Section 3.3). While the first phase needs
to be executed only once and can be done offline with respect to the considered image
communication scenario, the second phase needs to be performed for each image to
be transmitted. Therefore, the complexity related to the actual image transmission
is associated with the second phase only. The related four processing steps in the
second phase are given in Section 3.3, each of which having linear complexity in the
number of codestream packets. Therefore, the overall complexity of the proposed
model-based UEP increases linearly with the number of packets.

For comparison, the complexity of the proposed model-based UEP technique and
different contemporary techniques is given in Table 4. It can be seen from the table
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Table 4: Complexity comparison among different techniques [6] (N = number of
packets, L = packet length, R = transmission rate in channel bits per source symbol,
K = number of cells into which the codestream is split, and c>1 is a real number).

Technique Complexity
• Proposed O(N)

• Optimal [1] O(R2)

• Dumitrescu et al [2] O(NL2)

• Dumitrescu et al [3] O(NL)

• Stanković et al [4] O(NL)

• Iqbal and Zepernick [10] O(cK)

that the proposed technique has the lowest complexity. For more details on complexity
comparisons, the readers are referred to our paper [6]. The low complexity is the key
advantage of the proposed model-based UEP technique compared to the contemporary
UEP techniques and yet it exhibits excellent error protection performance.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have analyzed the factors that determine the parity allocation for
different packets in the optimal parity allocation scheme for embedded image code-
streams. We have proposed an efficient approach of finding an UEP scheme for such
codestreams based on mathematical modeling. Several mathematical models were
analyzed for their fitness in providing close to optimal UEP. The different classes of
mathematical models were evaluated using different approaches including their good-
ness of fit and the performance of the associated error protection techniques.

The simulation results have shown that, in general, most of the considered mathe-
matical models provide excellent performance and are very useful in providing close
to optimal error protection to embedded codestreams. In particular, the polynomial
model for J = 1 and the exponential model for J = 1 perform most favorably among
all the considered mathematical models and require only two parameters to construct
an error protection scheme. In contrast, the Gaussian model for J = 3 and the rational
models for J = 1, L = 2 and J = 2, L = 1 turned out to be not suitable for approx-
imating optimal UEP. Once the parameters of the chosen model are determined, the
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remaining complexity for constructing UEP scheme in image communication grows
only linearly with the number of codestream packets. In particular, the low complex-
ity of our technique makes it suitable for real-time wireless imaging systems while
offering close to optimal performance.
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Representation of multimedia requires large 

amounts of data. Therefore, multimedia source 

signals are compressed to reduce the data rate that 

would otherwise be required for its transmission. 

However, compression renders multimedia data 

more vulnerable to transmission errors. Therefore, 

error protection is needed when transmitting mul-

timedia to mobile users over wireless channels. As 

channel coding adds parity symbols to the data for 

error protection, which in turn increases transmis-

sion data rate, efficient utilization of this added pa-

rity budget becomes a key for insuring quality of 

service for mobile multimedia.

Computing the optimal parity allocation among 

packets of a multimedia stream may not be pos-

sible in realtime due to the huge number of ways 

the parity can be assigned to these packets. There-

fore, it is important to design powerful error pro-

tection schemes while imposing low computatio-

nal and memory demands on the system.  This is 

particularly true for systems having limited resour-

ces, such as mobile handheld devices. Given that 

human beings are the final judges on the quality 

of multimedia services, it will also be beneficial to 

use perceptual quality metrics that correlate well 

with human perception when evaluating different 

error protection schemes.

In this work, we have considered the above aspects 

when designing error protection for mobile multi-

media: Providing near optimal performance while 

keeping complexity low; designing and evaluating 

of error protection schemes based on perceptual 

quality metrics.

The thesis is divided into five parts. In the first 

part, region of interest (ROI) identification, coding 

and advantages of ROI coding are investigated. In 

addition, a framework is proposed for using ROI 

coding in wireless imaging. The second part pro-

vides a number of unequal error protection (UEP) 

schemes for wireless imaging ranging from very 

simple and less efficient equal error protection to 

very complex yet optimal error protection. The 

proposed error protection schemes provide an ex-

cellent trade-off between performance and com-

plexity. In the third part, a framework for percep-

tion-based error protection of images and video 

streams is proposed. This framework is based on 

the fact that the human visual system is more sen-

sitive to quality degradation in the ROI compared 

to the background. The proposed error protection 

scheme provides excellent performance. Part four 

deals with realtime systems and/or systems having 

limited memory and processing resources. Speci-

fically, an UEP is proposed for wireless imaging 

systems which provides near optimal performance 

and puts very low processing/memory demands on 

the systems. Finally, in the fifth part, optimal UEP 

is analyzed. Based on the analysis, optimal UEP is 

modeled using several mathematical models. Each 

of the considered models is evaluated for its fit-

ness in providing error protection. The simulation 

results show that most of the investigated models 

give excellent performance. 
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